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TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1927
TREASURER
Felix A. Bouvier
CLERK
Raymond H. Farreau
SELECTMEN
All'icd J. Peloquin Fred E. Hall Wilfred J. Lamoureux
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
llcniKMioilde J. Lamothe Term expires 1928
Georov II. Hartwell. Jr. Term expires 1929
Ovila Traliaii Term expires 1930
ASSESSORS
Benoiiie Bouchard Term expires 1928
Pliilias X. Casavant Term expires 1929
Jo.sepli T. Gerrias
.
Term expires 1930
4BOARD OF HEALTH
Charles Simpson, M. D. Term expires 1928
Omer Belanger Term expires 1929
Isidore LeBlane Term expires 193r
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR
Adelard Bouchard
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Pierre Lafortuiie Term expires 1928
Hector LeClair Term expires 1928
Hector L. Peloquin Term expires 1929
Arthur 0. Boyer Term expires 1929
Winefred Beck Term expires 1930
Bertha Clarke Term expires 1930
TRUSTEES JACOB EDWARDS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
George Grant Francis L. Chapin
Fred E. Corbin John E. Page
Louis 0. Rieutord E. Benjamin Armstrong
Henry Tetreault For the Fund
For the Town
5CEMETERY COMMITTEE
Daniel T. MorriU
Wardwell M. Edwards
Clarence F. Morse
George H. Hartwell, Jr.
Alva L. Hyde
Seaver M. Rice
Term expires 1928
Term expires 1928
Term expires 1929
Term expires 1929
Term expires 1930
Term expires 1930
Ulric Brault
Alfred Lariviere
CONSTABLES
Andrew M. Higgins
Georee M. Lamothe
Patrick Donnelly
Marcus L. Dillaber
Ovila Marten Georo^e H. Hartwell
TAX COLLECTOR
Leon J. Delage
PLANNING BOARD
Henry R. Dufault
E. Benjamin Armstrong
Joseph Metras
George Grant
Alexander J. Paquin
SEWER COMMISSIONERS
Oiiesiphore Lapierre
Omer Perron
i^erre Benoit
Term expires 1928
Term expires 1929
Term expires 1930
6SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS
George B. Wells Term expires 1928
Louis R. Metras Term expires 1929
Conrad E. Maynard Term expires 1930
PARK COMMISSIONERS
George Silk Term expires 1928
William C. Lunan Term expires 1929
Hector M. LeClair Term expires 1930
TREE WARDEN
John P. McKinstry
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUND
Arthur 0. Boyer Allan II. Faxon Raymond H. Favreau
APPOINTIVE OFFICERS
TOWN COUNSEL
Louis 0. Rieutord
7TOWN ENGINEER
George A. Alley
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Fred E. Corbin
CARE OF TOWN CLOCK
Marcus L. Dilaber
GAME WARDEN
Alfred Lariviere
POUND KEEPER
Joseph Payant
KEEPER OF LOCKUP
TJlrie Brault Assistant, Louis Peloquin
JANITOR OF TOWN BUILDING
Victor Gaumond
8TOWN ACCOUNTANT
Valmore P. Tetreault
CATTLE INSPECTOR
William T. Pugh, V. S.
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Felix Gatineaii Solomon Labonte, Deputy
REGISTRARS OF VOTERS
S. D. Perry Joseph L. Berthiaume J. J. O'Sliaughnessy
Raymond H. Favreau, Clerk
MOTH SUPERINTENDENT
Albert E. L'Ecuyer
FIRE ENGINEERS
Joseph E. Duchesneau, Chief
Louis Lamothe William J. Fitzpatriek George W. Laughuane
J. William Claflin
James C. Sangren, Superintendent of Fire Alarm
9FIRE WARDEN
Joseph E. Duchesneau
Edward Bellerose
George Clemence
Joseph Mandville
DEPUTIES
William LeBlanc
George W. Lavallee
Antonio Boniface
FENCE VIEWERS
I. Raymond Apte Albert J. McKinstry Charles Proulx, Jr.
MEASURERS OF WOOD AND BARK
Mederic Duhamel
Thomas Hughes
Solomon Laboute
Joseph L. Berthiaume
Charles J. Brodeur
Hector Demers
Everett M. Morse
George Simpson
Raymond McKinstrv
Clifford McKinstry
A.. J. Harwood
Wardwell Edwards
George Harris
Alfred Montigny
Dewey Lariviere
George Alley
H. E. Beverage
Enjrene Walker
E. J. Ouelette. Jr.
FIELD DRIVERS
Emile J. Parent
Ulric Brault
Jos. Gregoire
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POLICE OFFICERS
Louis Meunier Josepli Payaut
Felix Gatineau f^dward Carey
Miss Margaret Butler Napoleon Biron
Louis Hetu Alfred Langevin
Narcisse Peloquin Raymond H. Rice
Joseph Trembla^^ Fred Green
Frank Fox J. H. ]\Iontigny
Francis Houlberg Geo. W. Lavallee
Arthur Durocher John Nichols
Alfred Maraud Edward Grant
Joseph Dionne Henry Robida
Alfred Lafleche Peter Graff
John King Wilfred Riopel
Henry Lavoie Louis Dionne
Draper A. Story Alpha Fontaine
Michael Prender^iist Justin Dentini
I. Raymond Apte Georo'c I)upr(\v
Herve L 'Homme Henry Curboy
Richard Collins George Bergmark
Peter Latour P]. Stanley Knowles
Ernest J. Fierro Louis R. Metras
Ambrose Letendre Irving Miteliell
William Cloutier Everett C. Freeman
A. J. McKinstry Josepli J. Tully
Oliver Houli William Farquhar
Antonie Barberi Zenas Henley
Dr. H. L. Peloquin John Farquhar
Victor Gaumond diaries F. Rielly
UNIFORMED POLICE FORCE
Ulric Brault, Chief
11
I'NIFORMED POLICE FORCE (Continued)
Pierre Cormier
Joseph Paquin
Patrick Donnelley
Joseph Morin
John M. Beaudry
Carl Corriveau
Ovila Martin
Arthur L. Murphy
Felix Lusignan
Alfred Tetreault
Alfred Lariviere
Martin Brennan
John Miller—Substitute
Ernest J. Fuiro—Substitute
SOLDIERS' BURIAL OFFICERS
George W. Corey Fred Dona is Wm. P. Lacroix
PUBLIC WEIGHERS
Raoui Thibeault Raymond Dartt
George N. Crane Clifford McKinstry
Joseph Laughnane Alfred McKinstry
George Alley Thomas Hughes
Edward Jones Clarence Morse
George Harris Wardwell M. Edwards
Charles Brousseau E. 1. Knowles
Hamilton Smitli George Bergmark
G. L. Patterson Robert Christianson
Mederic Duhamel Charles W. Johnson
Eugene Walker Herbert R. Harris
William Proulx Stanley Cheney
George P]. Morse Irene Hughes
C. Russell Morse Bazil J. Proulx, Jr.
Adclard Laporte H. E. Beverage
Raym 01 1d MeK i nst ry Herbert E. Ryan
12
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
Miss Margaret Butler
13
REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
For the Year Ending December 31, 192:
Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1927 $66,734.11
Receipts for 1927 1,138,769.92
$1,205,504.0:3
Disbursements for 1927 . . 1,147,688.36
Balance Cash on hand, Dec. 31, 1927 $57,815.67
RECONCILIATION, DECEMBER 31. 1927
Statement, Peoples
National Bank $34,125.54
Less checks outstanding . . 74.11
$34,051.43
Statement, Southbridge
National Bank $29,498.63
Less checks outstanding . . 8052.67
$21,445.96
Southbridge National Bank,
Savings Dept 2000.00
Cash, received too late for deposit
Dee. 31 31<S.2<S
Cash on hand and in banks $57,815.^7
F. A. BOIIVIER,
14
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SINKING FUND
Balance Interest
Book No. Depository Dec. 31, 1927 1927
16257 Amherst Savings Bank .1;1,494.32 $71.97
34032 Clinton Savings Bank 1,559.39 67.86
44901 Dedham Institution for Savs. . . 1,251.18 54.43
51856 Fitchburg Savings Bank 1,388.97 75.38
4443 Leicester Savings Bank 1,301.20 56.61
39639 Xatick Five Cents Savs. Bank 1,083.28 47.13
29970 Salem Five Cents Savs. Bank 1,526.26 70.68
39052 Suffolk Savings Bank ........ 1,534.54 66.76
21209 Southbridge Savings Bank .. 5,674.49 233.01
4459 Southbridge National Bank .. 1,098.72 40.84
914 Southbridge Peoples Nat. Bank 5,484.86 213.99
42082 Ware Savings Bank 1,288.64 59.07
21481 Webster Five Cents Savs. Bank 1,611.59 77.63
130170 Worcester Five Cents Savs. Bk. 1,337.54 58.21
50139 Worcester Peoples Savs. Bank 1,629.64 70.90
73989 Worcester Mechanics Savs. Bk. 1,236.26 54.75
239436 Worcester Co. Inst, for Savs. . . 1,466.29 67.23
94880 Worcester No. Savs. Inst. . . . ." 322.67 2.67
Augusta Me., Water Bonds . . . 16,000.00 640.00
$48,289.84 $2,029.12
Sinking Fund December 31, 1926 $46,260.72
Interest on Sinkino- Fund for 1927 2,029 12
Sinking Fund December 31, 1927 $48,289.84
F. A. BOUVIEK,
Treasurer.
•17
CEMETERY FUND
Book Depository or Balance Interest
Xo. Investment Dec. 31, 1927 192 i
24902 Dedham Inst, for Savings .... ^1,UUU.UU $45.50
91607 Fitchburg Savings Bank .... 1 AAA AA 22.62
22841 Leominster Savings Bank .... 07X AA 49.36
9849 1 AAA AA 50.62
32073 Xatick Five Cents Savs. Bank 1 AAA AA1,UUU.IKJ 45.49
8465 Southbridge Savings Bank . . a TOX AAD, <2o.UU 332.13
378 Southbridge Peoples Nat. Bank Q 1 AA AA 328.88
3592 Southbridge National Bank . . 2,9oy.Do 121.24
353048 Springfield Inst, for Savings. . O AAA AA 91.01
1498 baiem l^ive Lents bavs. tsank. . 1 AAA AA 48.58
3791 Ware bavinas oank 1,01)0.00 48.04
11619 Webster I'lve Lents bavs. Bank l,004.2o 50.83
55266 Worcester Peoples Savs. Bank 1,000.00 45.50
54964 \V oreester r ive L ents bavs. Bk. 1,000.00 45.50
47299 W oreester Mechanics bavs. Bk. 1,000.00 45.50
79028 Worcester Lo. Inst, tor Savings 2,59o.00 96.13
45792 Atnoi bavings Bank 2,000.00 31.25
91964 Cambridge Savings Bank .... 2,000.00 31.25
170011 ( harlestown Five Cents Savs.
O AAA AA
.;:,OUO.Ol) 50.00
49264 Gardner Savings Bank 2,000.00 31.25
82904 Lvnn Inst, for Savings 2,000.00 56.70
30302 Newburyport Five Cents S'avs.
Bank 2,000.00 56.25
183325 New Bedford Five Cents Savs.
Banlv 2,000.00 46.25
29044 Winchendon Savings Bank . . . 2.000.00 56.25
93327 Worcester No. Savs. Inst 2,175.00 51.46
43927 Attleborough Savings Bank . . 2,000.00 50.00
18
Southbridge National Bank,
Cert, of Dept 10,000.00 373.14
2nd Liberty Bonds, 4^s, called Nov.
15, 1927 212.50
U. S. Gov't Bonds, sold Jan. 5. 1927,
Preni. and Tnt 1,580.03
$63,563.93 $4,093.26
Cemetery Fund December 31, 1926 $62,268.93
Added to Fund during 1927 1,295.00
Cemetery Fund December 31, 1927 $63,563.93
F. A. BOUVIER,
Treasurer.
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MARY :\IYXOTT FUND
Rnok Rq 1 -a 7-) r>p
-UclirtilL-c Interest Balance
No. Depository Dec. 31. 1926 1927 Dec. 31, 1927
9529 South'bridg'e Saving's
Bank $1,000.00 $46.51 nno noq)X ,\J\J\J .\J\J
BOYER FUND
31084 Southbridge Savings
Bank 210.76 9.57 220.33
JESSE J. ANGELL FUND
3553 Peoples Nat'l Bank 1.040.60 42.24 1.082.84
WORLD WAR MEMORIAL FUND
36764 Southbridge Savings
Bank 3,980.56 181.13 4,161.69
5502 Peoples Nat'l Bank 4.232.03 171.83 4,403.86
Total $8,212.59 $352.96 $8,565.55
ELLA M. COLE FUND
45612 Attleborougli Savings Bank $1,000.00
176397 Charlestown Five Cents Savings Bank . . 1,000.00
94985 Cambridge Savings Bank 1,000.00
Total $3,000.00
F. A. BOUVIER,
Treasurer.
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REPORT OF TOWN ACCOUNTANT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
:
I herewith submit my annual report of financial transac-
tions for the year ending December 31st, 1927.
As in the past the system has been carried out under the
direction of the Division of Accounts, Department of Corp-
orations and Taxations.
VALMORE P. TETREAULT,
Accountant.
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GENERAL REVENUE
Taxes
:
Current year $307J33.06
Previous years 65,819.62
Corporation tax 36,894.03
Income tax 52,230.56
National Bank tax .... 3,265.87
St. R. R. tax 2.78
Total taxes $465,945.92
Licenses
:
Peddlars $105.00
Sunday 186.00
Pool and bowling 69.00
,
Milk 27.50
All other 512.50
Total licenses .... 900.00
Fines
:
Court 580.00
Gifts
:
Ella M. Cole, Ella M.
Cole Fund $3,000.00
Ella M. Cole, R. H. Cole
Trade School 41,000.00
Total gifts 44,000,000
•2
'A
All Other Revenue
:
From County:
Wild Cat Bounty . . . 70.00
Total (Jeneral Reveuiie $511,495.92
C(3M:VIEK(7AL HEVKXUE
Special Assessments
:
Sewer
:
IJnapportioned $7,301:.44
Apportioned 633.41
Sidewalk
:
Unapportioned 793.68
Apportioned 788.15
Total Assessments $9,519.68
Commercial Revenue
—
Departmental
:
Town Hall $737.00
Police Dept
:
Rent 1,250.00
All other 69.00
Fire Dept
:
Damajjres at fire April
28, 1927 604.55
All other 96.25
Scaler of W('i«rhts and
Measures 173.75
24
Highway Dept.
:
Sale of bldg. materials 11.00
From State, North
Woodstock Road . . 4,901.19
From County, North
Woodstock Road . . 4,901.18
Charities
:
Reimbursements
:
Relief Given from :
Individuals
^
399.00
Cities and towns 2,397.65
State 3,142.53
Mothers' Aid from
State 1,942.13
Soldiers' Benefits:
State Aid 666.00
Military Aid 322.50
Soldiers' burials ... 60.00
Schools
:
Tuition State Wards 14,118.79
Other tuition 5,936.01
Sale of books 2.45
All other 124.35
Library
:
Fines 397.01
Unclassified
:
Tailings 8.50
Ambulance 610.00
Boxing Commission-
ers 7.04
All other 2.00
Total DepartiiK^ntal Revenue $42,879.88
Cemeteries
:
Sale of lots and graves $1,295.00
Care of lots and graves 526.80
Total Cemeteries . 1,821.80
Interest
:
Deposits $1,820.81
Taxes 4,200.0-i
Sidewalk 113.07
Sewer 183.97
Trust Funds
:
Cemetery 4,330.58
Sinkiu- 640.00
Myuot 69.01
Edwards bequest . . . 2,342.40
Total Interest 13,699.88
.Muniei{»al Indebtedness:
Temporary Loans:
Anticipatidn of Reve-
nue 500,000.00
.\ir<'nc'y :
State Tax $31,440.00
Auditin<»: ^Iunicii)al Ac-
counts 655.59
State Highway Tax ... 561.48
26
Veteran's exemption . . 22.04
County Tax 24.931.00
County Hospital Tax . . 1,742.65
Total Agency 59,352.76
Total receipts $1,138,769.92
Cash on hand Jan. 1st, 1927 66,734.11
$1,205,504.03
PAYMENTS
General Government :
Moderator 30.00
Selectmen's Dept.:
Salaries $1,700.00
Clerk 450.00
Stationery and postage 26.54
Printing and advertis-
ing 93.45
Carfares, teams, etc. . . 103.95
Telephones 131.10
Typewriter 87.83
Street signs and all
other 320.59
Total Selectmen .. 2,913.46
Accounting Dept.
:
Salary $1,800.00
Stationery and postage 45.09
27
Printing and advertis-
inf;- 26.30
Total Accounting $1,871.39
Treasmy Dept.
:
Treasurer's salary $1,200.00
Clerk's salary 400.00
Stationery, postage . . . 109.81
Carfares, etc 13.92
Bond and insurance . . 199.63
New safe 150.00
Xew adding machine . . 151.50
Certifying notes 48.00
All other 27.02
Total Treasury .... $2,334.84
Collector's Dept.:
Salary $1,300.00
Clerk 500.00
Stationery and postage 278.15
Printing and advertis-
ing 85.53
Telephone 31.80
Taxi 25.00
Bond and insurance . . 361.70
New safe 200.00
All other 15.00
Total Collector . . . 2.0!I7.18
Assessors' Dept.
Salaries
Clerks
$2,580.00
] 33.29
28
Stationery and postage 104.26
Printing and advertis-
ing 908.71
Carfares, etc 107.80
30.10
Adding machine 250.00
Abstract of deeds .... 80.97
55.28
Total Assessors .. 4,250.38
Town Clerk:
Back Salary (W . W.
Buckley) $700.00
Salary Town Clerk . . . 633.33
Clerk hire 600.00
Stationery and postage 91.89
Printing and advertis-
ing 94.30
All other 63.90
Total Town Clerk 2,183.42
Election and Registration
Dept.
:
Registrars $540.00
Election Officers 589.25
Printing and advertis-
ing 308.20
Meals 216.00
New booths 180.48
All other 21.00
Total 1,854.93
Law Dept.
:
Town CoiiiLsel 800.00
Engineeriui^ Dept.
:
Engineer \s Salary 5|:2,634.06
A.ssistant'.s and laborers 1.673.51
Auto maintenance .... 352.36
Telephone 115.06
Supplies 398.93
All other 320.75
Total 5.494.67
Town Hall:
Janitor $1,300.00
A.ssistants 106.00
Fuel 895.06
Li^^hts 450.72
Janitor's supplies .... 85.46
Repairs 1,482.29
Xew files 225.00
All other 147.93
Total 4,692.46
Protection of Persons and Property
:
Police Dept.
:
Salaries
:
Chief $2,298.40
Patrolmen 32,613.10
Special police 188.30
Janitor 1,196.00
Total salaries
30
Equipment for men. . $182.98
Care of prisoners . . 387.70
Care of autos 996.89
Taxi 29.40
Police signals 766.30
Telephone 202.02
Printing/ stationery
and postage 72.89
Fuel 815.81
Light 179.11
All others 64.34
Maintenance of building:
Repairs 727.05
Janitor's supplies . . . 62.09
All other 211.24
Total Police Dept.
Fire Dept.
:
Salaries and wages : ,
Engineers $725.00
Chief 2,299.96
Permanent men .... 11,777.50
Call men 3,236.50
Supt. of Alarms .... 300.00
Equipment and Repairs:
Apparatus 988.04
Hose 512.00
Equipment for men 214.60
Alarm boxes, etc. . . 71.15
Gas. oil 199.17
All other 72.81
.SI
Maintenance of Building:
Repairs 489.44
Furnishings 65.00
Laundry work 81. .17
Fuel 587.89
Li^ht 235.43
All other 150.97
Other Expenses:
Stationery and postage 63.47
Telephone 143.92
All other 79.43
Hydrant service 7.245.84
Total Fire Bept 29,539.69
Sealer of Weights and Measures:
Salary $897.00
Stationery, postage
and printing 60.90
Carfares, teams, etc. . 128.73
All other 13.37
Total 1.100.00
Forest Fires:
Warden $200.00
Fighting fires 161.10
Supplies 149.91
T<.tal 511.01
Tree Ward«'ii
LalxT
. . . $459.25
\.^2
Truck hire 24.00
Hardware and tools. 29.27
All other 6.20
Total 518.72
Moth Dept.:
Labor $332.00
Auto hire 48.00
Hardware and tools . 17.10
Total 397.10
Damage to persons and
property
:
Persons $15.00
Court judgment (M.
Duhamel) 235.00
Total 250.00
Coiu-t Judgment:
M. Duhamel's case .. 665.00
Health Department
:
General Administration
:
Salary of board $300.00
Agent 500.00
Stationery and postage 23.81
Telephone 69.43
All other 77.74
33
Quarantine and Contag-
ions Diseases:
Board and treatment . . $99.14
Medical attendance . . . 152.25
Groceri«*s 48.00
Cities and towns (JO.00
Tuberculosis
:
Board and treatment . . l.fiS4.:n
Vital Statistics
:
Births $68.00
Deaths 35.00
Other Expenses:
Plumbing Inspector . . . $900.00
Vaccination 61.00
Nurse's salary 1,600.00
Dental clinic 427.11
Inspections
:
School Children $2.1()7.(H)
Animals
:
Salary 3()0.()()
Expenses 6.50
Meats and Provisions:
Salary 400.00
Expenses 142.25
Milk:
Salary loo oo
34
Garbage Collection :
Salaries $3,316.00
All other 28.20
$3,344.70
Total Health ^ $12,506.24
Sewer Maintenance
:
Commissioners ' salaries $300.00
Caretakers 2,039.00
Stationery and postage 43.63
Office furniture 103.50
Professional services . . 400.00,
All other 84.07
Labor 115.06
Tools and equipment . . 10.14
Pipe and fittings 71.84
Park Ave. and Wood-
land St. sewer . . . 192.84
Cliff St. sewer repairs. . 1,024.77
Total $4,454.85
Worcester St. Sewer:
Contract $1,664.30
Pipes 145.80
Inspector 152.54
All other 45.00
Total $2,007.64
Newell Ave. Sewer
:
Contract 2,757.76
35
Highways
:
General Administration
:
Surveyor $1,800.00
Clerk 300.00
Labor $12,966.63
Teams 2,607.50
Truck hire 826.75
Broken stone, gravel.
etc 3,845.38
Equipment and repairs 2.809.53
All others 241.81
Total $25,397.60
Maintenance of Perma-
nent Roads:
Labor $2,649.75
Teams 347.00
Truck hire 986.00
Material and supplies. . 4.016.31
Total $7,999.08
Sidewalk R-epairs
:
Labor $*907.25
Team and truck hire.. 218.00
:Material 963.78
Total $2,089.03
Snow and Ice Removal:
Labor $4,712.50
36
Teams . TS-t.oO
Truck hire 3,388.00
All other 304.27
Total $9,139.27
Street Li^ihts :
Contract $14,747.07
Oiling" streets
:
Contract $2,455.60
Lebanon Hill Repairs
:
Labor $597.50
Truck hire 168.14
^[aterial 650.27
All other 69.82
Total $1,485.73
North Woodstock Rd.
Construction
:
Contract $22,792.00
Fencing' 194.00
Extras 125.47
Total $23,111.47
Charities
:
Poor Dept.
:
General Administration
:
Salaries and wages . . $2,372.00
Printing, stationer}'
37
and |)Ostag:e
All other ....
:)2.96
327.72
Outside Reli«»f by Town :
Oroee.ies ^22.356.43
Coal and wood .... 1.170.16
Board and care 11.318.20
^ledicine and medical
attendance 1.24."').r)6
State In.stitution.s ... l.!)67.48
Rent 5,602.24
Clothinir. burials and
all other 914.79
Relief by Other Cities
and Towns:
Cities $3,940.79
Town 759.59
]\rothers' Aid :
Town $9,164.34
Other cities and towns 180.15
$2,752.68
$44,574.97
$4,700.38
$9,344.49
Alm.sh(Mist*
:
Su'j)erintendent $1,800.00
Groceries 2,130.72
38
Drygoods and cloth-
ing 211.86
Buildings 1,136.06
Fuel and light 741.73
Medicine, medical at-
tendance, burials
and all other 575.94
Total $6,596.31
Total Charities $67,968.72
Soldiers' Benefit
:
State Aid $672.00
Military Aid 127.50
Soldiers' Relief:
Fuel 359.42
Groceries 1,549.44
Cash and rent 1,128.70
Medicine and medical
attendance 253.24
All other 25.75
Total $4,166.05
Schools
:
General
:
Superintendent $4,100.00
Clerk 809.00
Truant Officer 249.96
Printing, stationery and
postage 419.86
Telephone 286.15
39
Traveliii*;' expenses . . . 18.25
School census 96.40
Taxi 396.88
All other 16.09
Teachers' Salaries
:
m<rh .1^21,610.00
Elementary 58,376.29
f]vening- 1.835.75
Amei'ieanization 1,954.00
Vocational 16,097.24
Continuation 6,246.96
Text Books and Supplies:
m<rh $5,074.41
Elementary 3,089.96
Evening: 112.46
Vocational 3,857.72
Continuation 1,068.75
$6,392.59
$106,120.24
$13,203.30
Tuition, Elementary 45.52
Ti-;ms|)ortatiou, Elemen-
tary 3,248.86
•Janitors' Service
:
Ilio-h $1,197.13
40
Elementary 6,404.34
$7,601.47
Fuel and Lig^ht:
High $2,482.35
- Elementary 4,765.98
^
$7,248.33
Maintenance of Build-
ings and Grounds:
High:
Kepairs $693.07
Janitor's supplies ... 94.67
All other 417.17
$1,194.91
Elementary
:
Repairs $3,661.35
Janitor's supplies . . . 326.26
All other 821.13
$4,809.74
Furniture and Furnishings
:
High $632.53
Elementary 486.34
$1,118.87
Total Schools $150,892.83
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Smith Hug'hes Fund:
School Teachers' Salary $1,950.51
Robert H. Cole Trade School
:
Contract $35,805.27
Architects 4,069.93
All other 53.50
Total $39,928.70
Library :
Librarian $1,483.29
Assistants 2,036.47
Janitors 987.16
Books 1,563.93
Periodicals 304.02
Binding books 325.13
Fuel 599.50
Lights 282.93
Stationery and postage 270.57
Telephone 45.47
Repairs 39.86
Furniture 9.03
All other 51.58
Total $7,998.94
Edwards Bequest Fund
:
Salaries $1,510.24
Plants and supq^lies . . . 932.61
Rei>airs 34.90
Card case 131.00
Books 568.05
4Z
All other 34.90
Total . $3,227.82
Mary Mjmott Fnnd:
.
Books $43.00
Ambulance
:
Meals $,17.25
Maintenance 399.93
Total $417.18
Pensions
:
Police Dept $832.00
Insurance $2,956.72
Water and Ice Supply:
Water $318.00
Ice 346.49
Kepair of bubblers .... 25.50
All other 9.20
Total $699.19
Filter Beds
:
Compensation insurance
of 1926 $520.37
Hose 200.00
All other 286.83
Total $1,007.20
Annual Reports Contract 703.10
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Failings 1.28
Planning Board 200.00
Outstanding bills of 1926 92.00
Angel Trust Fund
:
Shoes and clothing .... 70.97
Playgrounds
:
$661.86
Supplies 394.24
Sand 88.75
Apparatus 173.76
Repairs 571.95
Rent of Central St.
Playground 85.00
All other 25.30
Total
Care of Town Clock
:
Salary
Repairs
Total
Band Concerts:
Music
$2,000.86
$50.00
19.60
$69.60
$375.00
.Memorial Day
Armistice Day
(iaiiif Wiirden
450.00
150.00
100.00
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Parks
:
Labor $272.50
All other 38.00
Total $310.50
Cemetery
:
Superintendent $250.00
Teams 120.00
Labor 3,767.50
Shrubs, etc 124.39
Tools 96.90
Water 9.70
Filling pond contract . . 1,512.00
All other 33.89
Total $5,914.38
Interests
:
Anticipation of revenue
loan $8,995.61
General loans 13,713.23
Total $22,708.84
Municipal Indebtedness
:
Anticipation of revenue
loan $510,000.00
Emergency loan 15,000.00
General loan 41,610.00
Total $566,610.00
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Agency and Trust Funds:
Agency :
State tax $31,440.00
Auditini:- numiciiial ac-
counts 655.59
State highway tax .... 561.48
Veteran exemption . . . 22.04
County tax 24,931.00
County hospital tax . . . 1,742.65
All other 4.04
$59,356.80
Trust Funds
:
Cemetery $1,295.00
Ella M. Cole Fund .... 3,000.00
Sinking Fund 640.00
$4.!)3.").(Hi
Total Agency and Trust Fund $64,291.80
Total payments . . ^^^1.147,688.3^;
Balance on hand Jan. 31. 1927 57.815.417
$1,205,504.0;>
VAJ.]\rORE P. TETREAULT.
Accountant.
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APPROPRIATIONS
Moderator
Selectmen
Accountant
Treasurer
Tax Collector
Assessors
Town Clerk
Law
Election and Registration.
Engineering Dept
Town Hall
Police Department
Fire Department
Moth Department
Forest Pi'ves
Sealer of Wts. and Meas. .
.
Tree Warden
Game Warden
Damage to Persons and
Property
Board of Health
Sewer Maintenance
Worcester St. Sewer
Newall Ave. Sewer
Higliwa.v
Oiling Streets .
Maintenance of Permanent
Roads
Sidewalk Repairs
Snow and Ice
Street Lights
Outside Poor
Mothers' Aid
Almshouse
Soldiers' Relief
Military Aid :
State Aid
Schools
Playgrounds
Parks
Memorial Day
Armistice Day
Band Concerts
Insurance
Water and Ice Supplies .
Pensions
Cemetery
Interest
Maturing Debt
ToA\'n Clock
Aimual Reports
.\nibulance
I'lanning Board
Court Judgment, jM. Du-
hamel case
Smitih-Hughes Fund
Edwards Bequest Library
Trust Fund $!,(
Ovc.rdrafts and 1926 Outstand-
hig Bills
lianon Hill Repairs 1,;
Main and Everett Street
Sidewalks
By-Laws
Rob 't H. Cole Trade School
River Street School
Filter Beds 1,:
1926 Road Construction
. .
14,'
$50.00
3,000.00
1,900.00
$400.00 1,800.(
2,500.00
5,500.00
4,700.00
31,000.00
605.00 29,050.00
,100.00
750.00
!,007.64
!,757.76
$50.00
3,000.00
1,900.00
3,493.00
3,000.00
4,800.00
2,200.00
800.00
2,500.00
5,500.00
4,700.00
31,000.00
29,655.00
400.00
800.00
1,100.00
750.00
100.00
250.00
10,400.00
4,600.00
2,007.64
2.757.76
1,500.00 23,900.00 25,400.00
2,500.00 2,500.00
89.03
!,000.00
8,000.00 8,000.00
2,000.00 2,089.03
8,100.00 10,810.00
14,800.00 14,800.00
1,000.00 45,000.00 52,000.00
10,000.00 10,000.00
600.00 6,000.00 6,600.00
4,000.00 4,000.00
600.00 600.00
672.00 672.00
153,000.00 153,000.00
8,000.00 8,000.00
2,200.00
500.00
150.00
375.00
1,200.00
500.00
450.00
150.00
375.00
$20.00
86.54
28.61
158.16
549.62
16..58
645.07
5.33
7.54
$30.00
2,913.46
1,871.39
2,334.84
2,997.18
4,250.38
2,183.42
800.00
1,854.93
5,494.67
4,692.46
1.58
115.31 29,539.(
2.90
288.99
397.10
511.01
1,100.00
518.72
100.00
10,399.24
4,406.85
2,007.64
44.40 1.60
.92 7,999.08
2,089.03
160.73 9,139.27
52.93 14,747.07
2.63
24.96
3.69
633.45
472.50
1,900.00
2,493.00
3,000.00
4,800.00
2,500.00
5,500.00
4,700.00
31,000.00
29,655.00
400.00
800.00
1,100.00
750.00
100.00
10,400.00
4,650.00
2,007.64
2,757.76
25,400.00
2,500.00
8,000.00
2,089.03
10,810.00
14,800.00
3,366.55
127.50
67 -'.00
17 1.52,999.83
16 7,998.94
199.14 2,000.86
310.50 189.50
450.00
150.00
375.00
3,000.00 3.000.00 43.28 2,956.72
1,000.00 1,000.00 300.81
832.00 832.00 832.00
i 1,650.00 5;980.58 66.20 5,914.38
23,000.00 23,000.00 .351.16 22,648.84
41,610.00 41,610.00 41,610.00
75.00 75.00 5.40 69.60
703.10 703.10 703.10
500.00 500.00 417.18
300.00 300.00 100.00 200.00
lO.OOO.C
6,600.C
4,000.C
450.00
150.00
375.00
3,000.00
1,000.00
832.00
5,980.58
23,000.00
41,610.00
75.00
703.10
500.00
300.00
1,950.51
2,342.40
1,9,50.51
4,001.99
11,028.57
1,500.00
1,000.00
4,100.00
11,028.57
14.27 1,485.73
1,067.20
23,111.47
665.00
1,950.51
4,001.99 $774.17
11,028.57
1,500.00
2,200.00 2,200.00
1,000.00
4,100.00
1,000.00
1,071.30
.21 .21
1,128.58 61.38
24,536.18 1,424.71
VALMORE P. TETREAULT,
Accountant.
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EEFORT OF THE SELECTMEN
To the Citizens and Taxpayers of Southbridj^e
:
The Board of Selectmen desire at this time to call the
attention of the taxpayers and citizens to the necessit}^ of in-
augurating a system of rigid economy in the expenditures
of the Town's money. We care not whether the contem-
plated improvements are to be paii out of the tax levy of this
year or whether it is to be paid by notes. We are already
paying too much of our income for interest money that does
not reduce the indebtedness a single dollar.
While we would not recommend that any absolutely
necessary work be postponed where it is going to work an in-
jury to property of the town, yet we would advise going
slowly in order to allow the business man and mechanic an
opportunity to recuperate a little if possible, after the very
unsatisfactory business for the past year.
It is the desire of the board at this particular time to ex-
press its appreciation of the services of Mr. Albert R. Brown,
Asst. Clerk of the board. For more than 20 years this gentle-
man has devoted his time to the clerical work of this office
and his pleasant personality has won him many true friends.
He has served under several Boards always to the entire satis-
faction of the officials.
To Mr. Brown wp ext<'nd our sincere thanks.
The bridge ov<*r the railroad tracks at Fort Siiiiiptrr was
deemed unsafe for traffic and in conjunction with the High-
way Survej^or it w^as closed. This caused a detour around
through Sandersdal Village for those using this road. After
considering the question your Selectmen petitioned the
County Commissioners to alter and repair this bridge and
approaches. We also are asking the Public Utilities Commis-
sion to reopen the grade crossing at this point until the work
is completed. These petitions are still pending, no hearing
having been called as yet. In the meantime the Board ar-
ranged a meeting with the Engineer of the N. Y., N. H. & H.
R. R. Co., to consider the plans and expense of this alteration.
This conference was held and while no definite solution was
accepted, w^e believe that «it will be adjusted to the satisfac-
tion of the citizens. It will of course mean an expenditure of
money in the near future.
Automobile i:>ai*king, jitney and electric cai- operation
have again been one of the leading measures that have had to
be dealt with during the year.
The change from electric cars to motor busses have i*e-
sulted in the different companies establishing waiting stations
which have filled a long looked for convenience to the pub-
lic. There has been installed in these waiting rooms semi public
comfort stations w^hicli are situated in the center of the busi-
ness section of the town, at no cost to the town.
The Worcester Consolidated Street Railway Company has
- agreed to take out those rails in streets designated by the Se-
lectmen and to repair or allow a sum of money for that work :
this w^ork will begin as soon in the spring as weather permits.
Diagonal i)arking is now in force on Main Street, and to
give more space to motorists the Selectmen removed the
signs and allowed parking on Hamilton Street: the Board also
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allowed busses to stop alongside of the curb at their waiting
stations. The area from Soiithbridge National Bank Build-
ing to Everett street Avas restricted to automobiles for hire,
that is. no private cars are alloAved in that space.
The liability insurance for motor vehicles for hire was
changed from $5,000 to $20,000 limits to $5,000 to $10,000, the
same as required by the State Compulsory Liability Insurance
law, which became effective this year.
The following articles of the annual meeting of 1927 were
referred to the Selectmen for action or to report at another
meeting :
—
Article 15.—The Board has considered the question of
buying another site for a toAvn barn but have not at this time
any definite one to recommend, therefore have not considered
selling the old barn and land on Goddard Street. We recom-
mend that it be left for future consideration as it will mean a
large expenditure of money.
Article 28.—The sidewalk on Main Street opposite the
proposed new Post Office Building has not been built, but the
Selectmen are in a position to start work as soon as operation
begins on the proposed building, which we understand will be
in the near future. We hope that it will be pushed to comple-
tion and we feel assured it will be an ornament to our now
beautiful Main Street and buildings nearby.
The town has received the sum of $737.00 for rentals of
the town hall during the year, the largest amount in several
years. We have made many needed repairs to the building,
such as new and more gutters and conductor pipes, basement
windows repaired, the slate roof, copper valleys and brick
work put in good condition, a large room in basement used by
the American Legion, plastered, new brass pipes to replace
old lead pipes and many other small repairs that always are
appearing in a building as old as this one, which was built
in 1888.
The Selectmen have received complaint and have been
waited on by a committee from the merchants of the town re-
monstrating against the granting of the large number of li-
censes to keep stores open on Sundays. This has been taken
under consideration but will have to be handled by the in-
coming board as all licenses expire May 1st, 1928.
The Selectmen wish again to bring to your attention the
question of electing your selectmen for a term of three years
instead of for one year as is now being done.
Your Selectmen have kept within the appropriations
granted them in the several accounts under their care and
considering the conditions in the town during the year, w^e
have tried to render a businesslike administration. This will
be noticed in the Soldier's Relief Account where there was a
substantial balance.
In all matters, the interest of the town was our first con-
sideration, keeping in mind the needs and wishes of the people
for an economical government.
Sir. Felix Gatineau, Sealer of Weights and Measures for
many years, before his death December 31, 1927, left to the
Town in his will bound volumes of Town Reports from the
year 1856 to 1926. These w^ill be valuable for reference and
of historical use in later years. An article will appear in the
warrant for the acceptance of this gift.
Following are the reports of the Town Accountant, Engi-
neering Department, Fire Engineers, Forest Fire Warden, Po-
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lice Department, Sealer of Weights and Measures, all ap-
pointees of the Board which will explain the work of their
several departments and AVhich we hope will meet with your
approval.
ALFRED J. PELOQUIN,
FEED E. HALL,
WILFRID J. LAMOUREAUX,
Selectmen.

REPORT OF TOWN ENGINEER
The Honorable Board of Selectmen:
1'own of Southbridfre. Mass.
Gentlemen
:
The Engineering' Department herewith submits a report
of its activities for the period from March, 1927. to the pres-
ent date and its recommendations for the coming year.
There has been but little public work done during 1927
due to the economy program voted at the annual Town Meet-
ing of March. 1927. The repairs to the Cliff Street sanitary
sewer and the extension of the Worcester Street sanitary
sewer main were carried out under the direction of the Sewer
Commissioners and by supervision of this office.
The appropriations for repairs to the Lebanon Hill road
was spent by the Highway Department under the supervi-
.sion of this department.
At the request of the Committee of the Cole Trade
School we furnished an inspector who acted as Clerk of the
Works during construction.
There has been a substantial amount uf work done on the
town plan. We have conferred withthe U. S. Coast and Geo-
detic Survey and the Massacliusetts Harbor and Lands Com-
missions and have tied our local plan into their triangular
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system. With the data Avhioh we have received from the en-
gineering- departments of some of the local industrial plants
and from private agencies we are now at the stage where it
is possible to make some real headway on the actual construc-
tion of a comprehensive town plan.
Much of che information relating to town engineering
projects, information for which the town has already paid
good money, is in private hands and we often have to do the
Avork over again.
The maintenance and erection of traffic and Avarning
signs, the painting of traffic and parking lanes on our prin-
ciple streets has been done by this department. After much
controversy the system for i)arking on Main Street was
clianged from perpendicnlar to diagonal and we feel that
the change has been justified.
Our recommendations for 1928 are based on a careful in-
vestigation of the needs of our community. This depart-
ment feels that too much emphasis cannot be placed upon
the necessity of completing the concrete pavement on Main
Street from Oakes Avenue westerly to Hamilton Street. This
must be done to divert some of the traffic from Hamilton
Street and also to realize some benefit from the expenditures
already made at this location.
We also feel that the southerly side of Main Street at
the sites of the proposed Post Office and National Bank build-
ings should be paved when these structures are built.
That portion of Marcy Street from ]\Iain to Edwards
should be paved with concrete. The public buildings in this
section demand such an improvement. This street at pres-
ent is in very poor condition.
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There are some sections of the town that require side-
walks. Those most urgently needed are located as follows:
Park Avenue. Columbus Avenue, Green Avenue, Rose Street,
nud Dresser Street from ]\Iarcy Street to Harding Court. It
is our recommendation that these be built this year.
AVe have silent a considerable amount of our time in-
vestigating the storm water sewer situation and are con-
vinced that unless something is done to take care of the prob-
lem and unless we built a section each year and thereby ex-
tend the project over a period of years the town wdll face a
proposition that will seem most costly. That section in the
vicinity of Mechanics, Worcester, and Charlton Streets should
be drained into the Quinebaug River.
There have been complaints brought to our attention
relative to the storm water situation at Summer, Everett, and
Cohasse Streets and we are recommending the construction of
a storm water sewer in this locality.
We also recommend the installation of two catch basins
on High Street Extension and one catch basin on Glover
Street with the connections into the existino- system at this
point.
From our observation of the country roads we are of the
opinion that a considerable amount of money could be saved
and better highways would result if our Highway Department
w^ould use a so-called split-log drag during the months that
the roads are not frozen. Neighboring communities have had
very good success with this metliod of maintaining unim-
proved roads. On our unimproved streets it might be advis-
able to experiment with calcium chloride as a dust {>rev^»nt-
tive rather than the road oil now used.
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We desire at this time to thank the various town boards
for their assistance and eo-operation during the year.
Kespectfully submitted,
GEORGE A. ALLEY,
Town Engineer.
REPORT OF FIRE ENGINEERS
Southbridge, Mass., Dec. 31st. 19*27.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen
:
The Board of Fire Engineers report for the year ending
December 31st, 1927 will show the names of members of the
department, inventory, number of fires we responded to.
value of property endangered where loss occurred, etc. Dates
and location of fires, and recommendations we believe neces-
sary for the ensuing year. Balance from last year .4^115.31.
We responded to 187 still alarms and 11 whisth-s. Total
alarms 198.
VALUE OF PROPERTY, LOSS. ETC.
Value of Buildings
L(;ss on Buildings
Insurance on Buildings . . . .
Insurance paid on Buildings .
Value of Contents
Loss of Contents
Insurance on Contents
Insurance paid on Contents
$432,3()0.0()
77,294.00
249,125.00
49,097.00
211.6r)0.00
35.430.72
140,400.00
29.989.09
IXVKXTORV OF FIRK DEPARTMENT
Two Fire Stations
^1^7 :).()()( ).00
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Fire Apparatus ,
Fire Department Supplies .
.
Gamwell Fire Alarm System
35,200.00
9,440.00
7,820.00
DATES AND LOCATIONS OF FIRES
January 12th. Still alarm at 10.53 p. m. Theatre, Stores and
Lodging House at corner Main and Elm Streets. Owned
by Blaiiehard Brothers. Defective wiring. Insured.
.January 12th. Box 34 at 10.54 for same.
February 3rd. Box 42 at 2.25 p. m. Dwelling on Woodstock
Road. Owned by Herman Cheney. Unknown. Insured.
February 7th Still alarm at 11.35 a. m. Dwelling at 21
Marcy Street. Owned by J. G. Lataille. Hot ashes. In-
February 22nd. Box 35 at 9.45 p. m. Stores, Offices and
Dwelling at 18 Hamilton Street. ' Owned by Mrs. H. L.
Bedard. Careless use of cigarettes. Insiu'ed.
February 23rd. Still alarm at 8.50 a. m. Store at 138 River
Street. Owned by Elphege Therrien. Careless use of
cigarette. Insured.
February 24th. Box 34 at 9.48 p. m. Stores, Offices and
Dwelling on Main Street. Owned by Metra Brothers.
Unknown. Insured.
March 4th. Still alarm at 7.30 p. m. Stores and Offices at
315 Main Street. Owned by Coderre and O'Shaughnessy.
Spontaneous combustion. Insured.
sured.
.Mairh ir)tli. Box 64 at 11:57 p. m. Store at 138 River Street.
(Jwn(M! by F^lpheye Terrieii. (?)verlieated Stove. In-
sured.
]\Iar(,-li 22ml. Hox 4(5 at 1U.59 p. in. Store and Dwelling- at
Xortli Street. Owned by American Optical Co. Over-
lieated stove. Insured.
April 7tli. 11 at 11. oo a. m. Dwelling- at 76 Sayles
Street. Owned by Vineenzo Vicliia and Albert Chamber-
1m in. I'uknown. Insured.
Aj i-il 14tli. Still alarm at 9.45 a. m. Dwelling at 177 South
Street. Owned by Frank Cliipman. Sparks from chim-
]iey. Insured.
\\n-\\ 17tli. Still alarm at 12.20 p. m. Dwelling at 372 Ham-
ilton Street. Owned by Amedee LeBlanc. Matches in
pocket. Insured.
April 24tli. Box 46 at 12.25 a. m. Store and dwelling- at
North Street. Owned by American Optical Co. Defec-
tive chimney. Insured.
May 1st. Still alarm at 12.20 p. m. Dwelling' at 60 Cross
Street. Owned by Hamilton Woolen Co. Defective chim-
ney. Insured.
April 21:)tli. Still alarm at 24 YAm Street. Fire Station owned
l)y Towji of Southbridge. Kerosene .stove. Insured.
May 2:3rd. Box 47 at 1.15 a. m. Factory at Worcester Street.-
Owned by Jerome Harrington. Careless use of matches
by trespassers. Insured.
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July 26th. Box 42 at 10.25 a. m. Barn on Woodstock Road.
Owned by Herman Cheney. Boys and matches.
Auo-iist 28th. Still alarm at 2.40 p. m. Dwelling at 62J^
School Street. Owned by Michael Curboy. Spontaneous
Combustion. Insured.
October 21st. Still alarm at 7.25 a. m. Packing house.
Owned by L. E. Bradley Co. Overheated Smoke House,
lusuied.
Xovember 17th. Still alarm at 10.35 p. m. Dw^elling on Lens
Court. Owned by Southern New England R. R. Hot
ashes. Insured. '
December 28th. Still alarm at 11.00 p. m. Shed and Garage
at rear 36 ^lain Street. Owned by Mrs. H. R. Leathers.
Ciiknown.
ROSTEK OF THE SQUTIIBRIDGE FIRE DEPARTMENT
CHIEF
Joseph E. Ducheneau
ASSISTANT CHIEFS
Georj-iv' W. Laiisihiiane Louis Lamothe
J. AVillard Claflin William J. Fitzpatriek
SITT. OF FIRE ALARM
James C. Sangrren
PERMANENT MEN
Heiii'v Lavoie ('('ai)t.) Govan J. Wright
Oswald Meiuiier (Lieut.) George W. Lavallee
Ralph H. Lavers (Clerk) (Capt. Hose #2)
George Lamothe Alorton Lord
CALL MEN
IsadfM-c Ducheneau Ilenr^- Desourdy
(Capt. Hose No. 1) Archie Langeviu
Henry Desaulnier William Christiauson
(Lieut. Hose No. 1) Daniel Daniels
.Micliael F. ^laloney Ozear Gendron (1st Sub.)
(Clerk Hose No. 1) Ovila Donais (2nd Sub.)
Joseph Ford Josej^h Lucier
Paul Fountaine vCapt. H. l\: L. No. 1)
Hnimidas Belanger J(din Casavant
\'ictoi' Tavernier (Lieut. H. & L. No. 1)
Zenou Lamothe
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CALL ME-N (Continued)
Leander Coutu
(Clerk H. & L. No. 1)
Philias Dufault
Felix Lavalee
.George Loly
Eugene Blais
Isadore Lafleche
Anther Deroucher
Ovide Desrosier
Louis Farland
(Lieut. Hose No 2.)
Telesp'hore Leduc
Walter Comiers
John Curran
Albert Trembley
Isadore L'Hereux
John H. Curboy
Thomas Fallon
Lyman Lemieux
In closing our report for the past year the Board of
Fire Engineers take this opportunity to thank the members of
the Webster Fire Department for their quick response and
co-operation at the big fire January 13th, 1927.
We also at this time would like to thank the citizens for
tiieir co-operation and the firemen for their obedience and
loyalty to duty.
JOSEPH E. DUCHENEAU, Chief.
GEORGE W. LAUGHNANE.
LOUIS LAMOTHE.
J. WILLARD CLAFLIN.
WILLIAM J. FTTZPATRICK.
For the Board of Fire Engineers:
RALPH H. LAYERS,
Clerk.
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REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER
Permits to keep, store and sell explosives and maintain
garages.
Fire Works 25
High Explosives 23
Maintain Garages 142
INSPECTIONS
Hotels and Boarding Houses 15
Tenement Houses 530
Garages 140
Oil Burners 53
JOSEPH E. Dl CHENEAU,
Chief.
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
In my report for this year I am pleased to report that
there were only thirteen (13) forest fires during the past
year. Althoug^h this is a slight increase over the previous
year it shows that the eo-operation of the residents of the
town are again with this department.
The forest fire department assures the townspeo])le that
it will do all that is possible to prevent forest fires.
The balance from last year is $289.99.
I recommend an appropriation of $700.00.
There were seven permits issued for fires in the open. I
wish at this time to thank the people for their good will and
again ask their co-operation during the coming year that
forest fires in this vicinity will be prevented as much as pos-
sible.
JOSEPH E. DUCHENEAU,
Forest Fire Warden.
INYENT(3RY OF FOREST FIRE DEPARTMENT
One Ford Truck
Twenty 2^ gallon fire extinguishers
$450.00
'260.00
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Six 10 gallon water cans 30.00
Three 10 gallon water cans 4.00
Twelve 5 gallon water pails 18.00
Fifteen brooms 12.00
Twenty hoes 10.00
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REPORT OF AMBULANCE
DEPARTMENT
111 rendering my report of the ambulance department for
this year I Avish to state that an appropriation of $500.00 was
made and a balance of $82.82 still remains.
During the year the ambulance made the following trips:
Worcester 74
Boston 3
Rutland 1
For the coming year I would recommend an appropria-
tion of $300.00.
JOSEPH B. DUCHENEAU.
INVENTORY OF AMBULANCE DEPARTMENT
One Ambulance $3,500.00
One spare tire 50.00
Six blankets 12.00
Three pillows 3.00
Twelve sheets 15.00
Eighteen pillow cases 12.00
Twelve Towels 6.00
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REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen of Southbridge
:
Gentlemen
:
I submit herewith for your consideration my report for
the fiscal year ending December 31, 1927. The organization
of the Police Department at the close of the fiscal year was
as follows:
CHIEF
Ulric Brault
PATROLMEN
Pierre A. Cormier
Patrick Donnellj
Joseph Paquin
Ovilla Martin
Joseph Morin
Arthur Murphj
Alfred Tetreault
Felix W. Lusignan
Alfred Lariviere
Moses Beaudry
Martin Brennan
Carl Carriveau
John Miller, Sub.
Ernest Fiero, Sub,
JANITOR AND ASSISTANT LOCKUP KEEPER
Louis Peloquin
CONSTABLES
Ulric Brault Patrick Donnelly
Andrew Higgins
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Duties performed by the Police Department during the
year expiring December 31, 1927. Total number of arrests
461; Males 447, Females 14, Minors 97, Residents 351, Non-
Residents 110.
OFFENCES
Drunkeness 157
Violations of Motor Vehicles Laws.... 81
Violations of Liquor Laws 28
Non-Support 25
Disturbing the peace 24
Larceny 28
Assault and Battery 21
Being an alien and having firearm in
his possession 1
Unnatural act 2
Rape 4
Peddling without a license 4
Stubborn child 3
Breaking and entering 11
Vagrant 11
Using profane language 1
Violation of Fish and Game Law 6
Trespassing 2
Delinquent child 1
Fornication 6
Escaped from Insane Hospital 1
Exposing his person 1
Operating a boiler without being licensed 1
Keeping an unlicensed dog 2
Insane 4
Violation of his probation 4
Keeping a common victualler without
being licensed
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Maliciously destroying property 7
Begetting 3
Polygamy 1
Deserter from U. S. Navy 2
Forgery 2
Promoting a lottery 1
Carving a dangerous weapon 1
Giving liquor to a prisoner 1
Carrying a firearm without being li-
censed 2
Attempt larceny 3
Keeping a public amusement place with-
out being licensed 1
Neglected children 3
Abandoning her children 1
DISPOSITION OF CASES
Fined 72
Committed to House of Correction 17
Given suspended sentences 62
Filed 82
Released 79
Probation 45
Discharged 30 ^
Sent to Grand Jurors 32
Fined and appealed 12
Sentenced to State Farm 12
Taken to Worcester State Hospital 5
Taken to Home of Good Shepherd 1
Taken to Lyman School 1
Taken to Shirley Industrial School .... 2
Taken to the Dept. of Public Welfare
at Boston 3
Held for outside police 8
Dismissed 3
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OCCUPATION
Laborers 174
No position 89
Chauffeurs 25
Mill-hand 20
Machinist 4
Teamster 7
Lens-worker . . 7
Electricians 3
Merchants 12
Salesmen 7
Clerks 8
Cook 1
Dealers 2
Painters , 7
Mason 1
Inn-keeper 2
Draftsman 2
Farmer 15
Reporters
Housewife
. . . .
Foreman
Peddlers
Wood-choppers
Optical worker 2
Bakers 8
Fireman 5
Engraver 1
Tailor 1
At school 12
Knife worker 2
Printers 2
Carpenter 7
Barber 3
Tinsmith 1
Jeweler 1
Blacksmith 1
MISCELLANEOUS
Number of motor vehicle licenses recommended and
suspended 31
Goods stolen and recovered $3,462.00
Goods stolen and not recovered $412.50
Motor vehicles stolen and recovered 6
Doors found unlocked by Police Officers 43
Bicycles stolen and recovered 3
Lost animals recovered 4
Defective places in the street reported 2
Accidents investigated 124
Lost children returned to parents 5
Attendance of police officers at dance hall 83
< /
111 conclusion it is with pleasure that I extend in behalf
of the Police Officers and myself to the Honorable Board of
Selectmen and other town officials, our most sincere thanks
for their kindly consideration during the past year, and trust
that the accomplishments of the department have been such
as to repay them for their interest.
Kespectfully submitted,
UliRIC BRAULT,
Chief of Police.
Southbridge, Mass., December 31, 1927.
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REPORT OF COLLECTOR OF TAXES
To the Citizens of Southbridge :
TAXES 1924
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $240.00
Cash on hand January 1, 1927 388.35
Payments to Treasurer $430.85
Abatements 197.50
$628.3i
$628.3:
TAXES 1925
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $19,825.47
Cash on hand January 1, 1927 102.52
Payments^ to Treasurer $18,727.70
Abatements 736.96
Outstanding December 31, 1927 463.33
$19,927.99
$19.927.'Mi
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TAXES 1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $69,609.54
Cash on hand December 31, 1927 424.05
Overpayment to Treasurer 10.00
$70,043.59
Payments to Treasurer $46,661.07
Abatements 72.33
Tax titles ' 8.50
Outstanding December 31, 1927 23,301.69
$70,043.59
TAXES 1927
Commitment per Warrants $421,858.09
December Warrants 163.00
$432,021.09
Payments to Treasurer $367,085.82
Abatements 678.98
Outstanding December 31, 1927 64,256.29
$432,021.09
UNAPPORTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT ADDED
TO TAXES 1925
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $290.67
Payments to Treasurer $290.67
$290.67
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COMMITTED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT INTEREST 1925
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $21.09
Additional Interest 6.22
$27.31
Payments to Treasurer $17.82
Abatements '9.49
$27.31
UNAPPORTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT ADDED
TO TAXES 1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $887.80
Payments to Treasurer $225.00
Outstanding December 31. 1927 662.80
$887.80
APPORTIONED SIDEWALK 1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $179.36
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1927 11.75
$191.11
Payments to Treasurer $11.7.')
Outstanding December 31, 1927 179.36
$191.11
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COMMITTED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT
INTEREST 1926
Outstanding Jan. 1. 1927 .$47.69 ,
Cash on hand Dee. 31, 1927 10.81
$:)8.50
Payments to Treasurer $21.-16
Outstanding Dec. 31. 1927 37.04
$58.50
UNAPPOKTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESSMEN r WARRANT
OF NOV. 29, 1926
Outstandmg January 1, 1927 $L947.74
Outstanding January 1, 1927
Assessment of 1925 .10
$1,947.84
Payments to Treasurer $732.26
Abatement 5.20
Outstanding July 26, assessment of 1925 .10
Outstanding July 26, and added to
Taxes of 1927 1.210.28
$l/)47.84
UNAPPORTIOXED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT
INTEREST 1926
I'aynieiit to Ti'casurer
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APPORTIONED SEWER ASSESSMENT 1925
Outstanding' January 1, 1927 $-1.84
Payment to Treasurer $4.84
$4.84
APPORTIONED SEWER ASSESSMENT 1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $134.51
Payments to Treasurer $108.60
Outstanding December 31, 1927 25.91
$134.51
UNAPPORTIONED SEWER ASSESSMENT 1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $61.74
Payments to Treasurer $30.87
Abatement 30.87
$61.74
APPORTIONED SEWER ASSESSMENT 1927
(.'ommitment $571.00
I'ayment in advance of commitment . . . 19.67
$590.67
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Payments to Treasurer $500.29
Outstanding- December 31, 1927 90.38
$ono.()7
COMMITTED SEWER ASSESSMENT INTEREST 1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $21.32
Payments to Treasurer $12.35
Outstanding December 31, 1927 8.97
$21.3:?
COMMITTED SEWER ASSESSMENT INTEREST 1927
Commitments $77.74
Payments to Treasurer , . . $55.47
Outstanding December 31, 1927 22.27
$77.74
UNAPPORTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESS:MENT 1927
Commitment $841.80
Payments to Treasurer $11.92
Outstanding December 31, 1927 829.88
$841.80
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APPORTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT 1927
Commitment ^1^616.24
Payments to Treasurer $309.45
Outstanding December 31. 1927 306.79
$616.24
COMMITTED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENT INTEREST 1927
Commitment $167,97
Payments to Treasurer $72.36
Outstandino- Dec. 31. 1927 95.61
$167.97
Apportioned Sewer Assessment of 192^
paid in advance $19.68
Apportioned Sewer Assessment Int. of
1928 paid in advance .75
$20.43
INTEREST TAXES
Levy of 1924 $96.86
Levy of 1925 2,037.83
Levy of 1926 1,790.69
Levy of 1927 126.01
$4,051.39
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I desire at this time to thank the citizens and Town Offi-
cials for their co-operation throug-hout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
LEON J. DELAOE,
Collector of Taxea
V
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
The Board of Health, Dr. Charles Simpson, Chairman,
Omer Belanger. Clerk and Isidore LeBlanc, have met monthly
and render to the citizens and voters of the town the follow-
ing report for the year ending December 31 1927.
FolloAving is a list of contagious diseases reported to the
J)oard during year:
Diphtlieria '. 14
Scarlet Fever 10
Typhoid Fever 2
Whooping Cough 5
Chicken Pox 5
Measles 4
]\Iumps 3
Pneumonia 13
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 12
Other forms Tuberculosis 2
Total for the year 70
Tile following death certificates have been presented to
the office and permits granted for the burial of same, and are
classified as follows:
Diseases of ih,' brain 16
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Premature births 2
Lobar Pneumonia 6
Bronchitis 1
Cancer 11
Angina Pectoris 3
Arterio Scerlosis 2
Locomotor Ataxia 1
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 2
Other forms Tuberculosis 2
Diseases of the heart 21
Still born 6
Broncho Pneumonia 4
Nephritis 9
Indigestion 1
Diabetes 3
Cholera Inf 1
Accidental 6
All others 13
111 defined (Medical Examiners) 5
Total 115
Following are the deaths by months:
January 11
February 12
March 9
April 7
May 8
June 6
July 14
August 7
September 9
October 9
November 15
December
89
8
Total 115
Tlie Board has revised the quarantine rules governing
contagious diseases as recommended b}^ the State Depart-
ment of Public Health at Boston, the only radical change is
that which allows the adult worker in the house quarantine(i
to go in and out to work, with the understanding that the pa-
tient is kept in a separate room and is cared for by someone
other than the one allowed to go in and out of the house.
This rule is being used in most of the State and helps the
family financially.
The public dump on Harrington Street will probably be
closed during the year as the contract with the owner expires
in August, 1928. Some other place wall have to be secured
as this location is too near dwellings and your Board is try-
ing to find a place that will be satisfactory to all, near the
center of the town. This is difficult because buildings aie
constantly being erected in the suburbs.
Following will be found the reports of the Physician.
Agent, Nurse, Plumbing, Milk and Slaughtering Inspectors.
Respectfully submitted.
CHARLES SIMPSON. M. D.,
OMER BELANGER,
ISIDORE LEBLANC,
Board of Health.
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EARLY RECOGNITION OF INFANTILE PARALYSIS
With this invader making its appalling- hand felt in all
sections of the country, physicians everywhere need to be
doubly watchful for the initial symptoms.
A brief resume contained in an article by Surgeon W. 11.
Frost of the United States Public Health Service is as fol-
lows : Infantile paralysis is characterized almost invariably
by a rise in temperature, and the next common symptom is
gastro-intestinal disturbance. There is general iil feeling,
headache, restlessness and irritability followed by drowsiness
with a disinclination to move the body or to be moved. There
is a stiffness of the neck and spine, indicated by the position
the patient takes in bed and by complaint of pain when the
spine is flexed. The tendon reflexes are usually abnormal
and there may be marked tremor or ataxia with muscular
weakness. The paralysis that occurs usually in two or three
days from the onset of illness is not accompanied by loss of
sensation. The legs are more frequently affected than the
arms; occasionally the muscles of the ])alate are affected,
or the visional muscles or the external rectus muscles of the
eye. In fatal cases, death is due to paralysis of the muscles
of respiration usually preceded by progressive paralysis of the
extremities.
The infection is perhaps, as prevalent as measles, but it
rarely gives rise to the disease, the more usual result being
the establishment of immunity without the manifestation of
recognizable symptoms. Diagnosis may usually be established
by lumbar puncture, but this should be attempted only by one
skilled in its technique and then only after consideration as
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to wli-.'tlier the benefit will justify the procedure, according to
Dr. Frost.
Tredtinent foll(nving- diagnosis. Efforts must be directed
toward limiting the extent of injury by placing the patient
at rest as comi)letely as possible. Massage of the paralyzed
muscle is harmful. Rest is the most important thing of all
in the acute stage of the diseasse. When the convalescent
stage begins, usually in about six weeks, gentle massage and
passive movement may be used, but they are capable of do-
ing harm as well as good.
l^iU'iuL'- the recent epidemic in Massachusetts the average
age of the children who had the disease was 5 years and 8
months. This corresponds to the average age of previous
epidemics. Tliere were two adult cases, one a man 31 years
old and the other a woman of 40 years.
For the year 1927. through the week ended October 22,
7544 cases were reported in 47 of our states. This may be
compared with a total of 2754 cases which occurred in these
states during the whole of 1926. Massachusetts reported 913
cases in 1927.
CHARLES SIMPSON, M. D.
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REPORT OF THE AGENT OF BOARD OF HEALTH
To Honorable Board of Health:
I herewith submit my annual report for the year enclin^^
December 31, 1927.
As in past years many complaints have come to this office.
These have all been investigated and when well founded have
been ordered abated, and in every case co-operation has been
received on both sides.
Homes where contagious diseases have been discovered by
physicians and reported to this office ; cards have been posted
and quarantine established for the protection of the public.
Year by year the population see that more cleanliness
means less sickness and less nuisance, therefore I find that
the yards, houses and streets are kept more tidy which is a
good advertisement for our town.
\TUe work of the year has been most pleasant and for
which I wish to thank the Board and the citizens of the town.
Very truly yours,
ALBERT R. BROWN,
Agent.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH NURSE
To tile Honorable Board of Health :
Gentlemen
:
1 hereby submit my report as Board of Health Xiirse for
the year 1927.
During the past three years, fifteen percent of the school
])opulation of Massachusetts have been examined, to find chil-
dren affected with tuberculosis. This work has given us the
following facts that are worth considering, if we wish to help
the boys and girls in our schools.
The X-Ray revealed many over-weight and ai)parently
normal children who had Hilum Tuberculosis. With that in
mind all school children are now examined, instead of under-
weights, contacts and suspicious cases. More girls at the age
of twelve than boys were affected, and more deaths from tuber-
culosis among children under fifteen years of age, than from
any other contagious or infectious children's disease.
An X-Ray picture of the chest seems to be the only way
to find the disease in the incipient stage.
Dr. Charles S. Millet, the state clinician, examined the
pupils who were given special supervision during the year
This re-exaxaination took place June 2, 1927, in the high school.
«
Number of children re-examined
Number of children found to be improved
38
26
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Number of children found to be unimproved 12
Number of children who had Tonsil and Adenoid Opera-
tion 3
Number of children having Sanatorium treatment 1
Number of children who went to summer camp 1926 .... 1
Number of children who went to summer camp 1927 4
Number of cases of Latent Hilum Tuberculosis (improved) 1
Number of cases of Hilum Tuberculosis (improved) 4
Number of suspicious cases (improved) 21
Number of suspicious cases (unimproved) 10
Funds from the sale of Tuberculosis seals maintained ten
children at the Worcester children's vacation camp at Sterl-
ing Junction, and provided free service in the Tonsillectomy
clinic, at the Worcester City Hospital for three girls and two
boys. These children had recommendations from the State
Clinician to have tonsils and adenoids removed.
It is interesting to note the percent underweight and
amount gained during the two weeks at camp. One seven and
three fifteen percent underweight, consumed daily one and
a half quarts of milk, slept tAvelve hours, rest one hour and
gained from one and a half to four pounds.
Poor posture and faulty food habits, imi)roved in every
case.
The routine physical examination was made by the school
physician assisted by the nurse. It was gratifying to see that
many of the defects most frequently encountered had been
corrected. The parents have co-operated in this matter in a
remarkable way.
ST. MARY'S SCHOOL
Xuinber of children examined 179
Xumber of defects corrected 24
Number of children ten percent underweiglit 15
Number of children fifteen percent nnderweight 11
Xumber of children seven percent underweight 16
STE. JEAXNE d'ARC SCHOOL
X umber of children examined 460
Xumber of defects corrected 50
Xumber of children fifteen percent underweight 25
Xumber of children ten percent underweight 39
Xumber of children seven percent underweight 23
The dental clinic was opened every Monday and Tues-
day forenoon from Oct. 1st to June 1st. Each dentist was on
duty for a month, dointr prophylaxis and repair work. From
year to year we notice an improvement in the care of the
teeth, and the children are beginning to realize the great im-
portance of a clean mouth.
Xumber of children who reported to clinic the first time. . 694
Xumber of children who had teeth cleaned 400
Number of extractions 201
Number of fillings 81
X'umber of treatments 6
Xumber of oral examinations 42
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March 5th Miss Robertson from the Worcester County
Extension service entertained the pupils in the Ste. Jeanne
d'Arc school, with a talk on ''Why We Eat," illustrated with
stereopticon views. They were interested and it helped them
to appreciate the value of proper food combinations.
Childhood is the period of growth. If children are to
have strong bodies it is important that they use the best build-
ing material. We have no food which contains as many of
the elements necessary for growth and repair as does milk.
The mid-morning milk lunch is an important part of the
health program in the schools.
Half pint bottles of pasteurized milk are served in all
class rooms at the rate of fifteen cents per week.
Number of bottles served during the school year:
STE. JEANNE D'ARC SCHOOL
January 1168
February 3004
March 3310
April 2369
May 1774
October 3542
November 2495
December 1658
Total 19,320
ST. MARY'S SCHOOL
January 686
February 841
97
March
. . .
April . . . .
May
September
October . .
November
December
1411
653
914
930
977
1076
342
Total 8239
The State Department of Health recommended a health
round-up or inventory of the work achieved to take place in
May, and a pre-school clinic in June.
The round-up to ^ive the public an opportunity to visit
schools and witness some form of entertainment. A health
play, called the ''Wizardry of Milk" was part of the pro-
jrram put on in both schools.
The pre-school clinic was held at St. Mary's every Tues-
(iay from one-thirty to two-thirty, and every Thursday at the
same hour at Ste. Jeanne d'Arc during the month of June.
All children attending this clinic had a complete physical ex-
amination and parents advised to have defects corrected be-
fore the following September. It is essential to have a child
))hysically fit before entering school.
Xumlu'r of children examiiu'd at Ste. Jeanne d'Arc School 34
Xumbcr of children examined at St. Mary's School 5
(.^Ucwantine, isolation iind precaution are three important
factors in the prevention of communicable diseases. Strict
observation of these rules would minimize the number of cases
reported.
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The Schick test and immunization will safeguard every
child from the dangers of diphtheria. Fresh air is the best
tonic and exercise <^'0cs a \ou^ way toward k'ccpiii<>' you fit.
It was once thought that people with tuberculosis would
never recover. Today we know that tuberculosis is curable
in the early stages.
Nourishing food, plenty of rest and sunshine will pre-
vent tuberculosis. "Prevention is better than cure."
Number of patients examined at the dispensary 27
Number of visits to active tuberculosis cases 73
Number of visits to quiescent cases 75
Number of visits to suspicious cases 10
Number of visits to contacts 84
Health posters and literature was distributed in all
class rooms.
Number of visits to Ste. Jeanne d'Arc School 97
Number of visits to St. Mary's School 78
Number of visits to Diphtheria cases . .
Number of visits to Scarlet Fever cases
Number of visits to Typhoid cases
25
39
6
Total 175
Respectfully submitted.
MARGUERITE C. HOULE, JR. N.
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REPORT OF PLUMBING IxNSPECTOR
To Honorable Board of Health
:
I herewith submit my report as your Plumbing- Inspector
for the year ending December 31, 1927.
The following plumbing fixtures have been installed dur-
ing the year in houses classified as follows,:
Water Closets 96
Baths 33
Wash Trays 12
Floor Drains 5
Sinks 40
Bowls 62
Urinals 3
These were installed in follow^ing houses :
Single Houses 21
Six Tenement 1
Schools 1
Two Tenement 3
Factories 1
Blocks 6
Seven were additional fixtures in otlier ])ui](liniis.
I have made 42 water tests and 40 final tests on this
work.
Fourteen new liouses and one old house was connected
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with the sewer during the year and nine new houses and three
old houses to cesspools.
As this year has not been a busy one in building the
plumbing work has not been extensive, yet some new work
has been done.
At this time I expect that the By-Ijaw Committee wiljl
[>resent to the Town a revised plumbing ordinance which has
been carefully gone over with the several plumbers of the town
and with the committee and I hope will meet the approval of
the Board and citizens at large.
Respectfully submitted,
ALBERT R. BROWN,
Inspector.
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REPORT OF IXSPECTOR OF MILK
To the Honorable Board of Health
:
Gentlemen
:
I hereby render my report for the year ending December
31. 1927.
This year I have issued the following licenses to peddle,
sell in stores, also to sell oleomargarine.
44 Milk peddlers' licenses.
11 Store licenses to sell milk.
8 Licenses to sell Oleomargarine.
1 have received the sum of $31.50 for these licenses which
the Town Accountant's report shows was turned over to the
Town Treasurer.
New laws are being enacted or at least have been pre-
sented to the legislature which if passed will require that all
milk sold must be pasteurized or produced from tuberculin
tested cows. This will require more rigid inspection and new
rule will have to be passed to conform to the above laws.
Some cities and towns have already put these into effect this
year.
Respectfully submitted,
Inspector.
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF SLAUGHTERING
To the Board of Health:
Gentlemen
:
I herewith submit my report as your Inspector of
Slaughtering, for the year ending December 31, 1927.
Whole number of carcasses inspected . . 446
Number of carcasses of beef 58
Number of carcasses of veal 147
Number of carcasses of swine 241
Of this number 9 beeves were condemned for Tuberculo-
sis, and the carcasses were disposed of according to law.
Respectfully yours,
JOHN HALPIN,
Ini3pector.
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
VITAL STATISTICS
For the Year Ending- December 31, 1927
Number of marriages 120
Number of births 299
Number of deaths 150
NUMBER OF DOOS LICENSED IN 1927
Males 575
Females 122
Breeders 1 •
Respectfully submitted,
RAYMOND H. FAVREAU,
Town Clerk.
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REPORT OF BOARD OF ASSESSORS
The Board of Assessors submit the following report for
the year ending December 31, 1927.
Appropriations voted for
Town Purposes $486,863.10
State Tax 31,440.00
State Highway Tax 561.48
Auditing Municipal Accts. 655.59
County .Tax 24,931.00
County Hospital Tax 1,742.65
Court Judgment Mederic
Duhamel Case 665.00
Overlay 4,000.06
Total Appropriations . . . $550,858.88
Estimated Revenue for
Year 1927 $119,000.79
Total amount to be raised
by Taxes for year 1927 $431,858.09
Valuation Real Estate
April 1, 1927 $8,511,445.00
Tax on Real Estate $289,389.13
Valuation Personal April
1, 1927 $3,939,440.00
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Tax on Personal $133,940.96
Polls, 4264 at $2.00 each. . 8,528.00
Total Taxes assessed April
1, 1927 $12,450,885.00
Sewer Apportionments
and Interest added to
Taxes of 1927 $648.74
Sidewalk Assessments,
Apportionment and
Interest added to Taxes
of 1927 $1,626.01
Total Warrants to Collec-
tor Aug. 15, 1927 $434,132.84
ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT
Dec. 20, 1927
Valuation of Real Estate. $3,000.00
Tax on Real Estate $102.00
Valuation on Personal . . $500.00
Tax on Personal 17.00
Polls, 22 at $2.00 each . . 44.00
Added to Valuation Dec.
20, 1927 $3,500.00
Warrants to Tax Collec-
tor Dec. 20, 1927 $163.00
Total Warrants to Tax
Collector for 1927 .... $434,295.84
Total Valuation Dec. 31,
1927 $12,454,385.00
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Rate of Tax Per Thousand $34.00
VALUATION OF EXEMPTED PROPERTY—By Law
Church and Schools $673,100.00
U. S. P. 0. Land 18,000.00
Town Property 1,164,435.00
Total of Exempted Property $1,855,535.00
Number of Persons Assessed 2927
BENONIE A. BOUCHARD,
PHILIAS F. X. CASAVANT,
JOSEPH T. GERVAIS,
Board of Assessors.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF
PUBLIC WELFARE
George H. Hartwell. Chairman : Herman J. Lamothe, Clerk
Ovila Traliam. Herbert H. Michon. Almoner:
Joseph X. Payant, Warden of Infirmary.
To the Citizens of Southbridge:
The year 1927 has been in the estimation of this Board the
hardest year ever experienced by the people of Southbridge.
Unemployment has been the main cause for needed relief
with the regular causes such as old age. sickness, etc., contri-
buting their share. Even with these conditions the expense
of the outside poor has been cut $13,000. The Mothers' Ai l
and Almshouse Accounts remain about the same. The credit
for this saving is entirely due the valuable work of Mr. Her-
bert H. Michon who was appointed in March as the first Al-
moner of Southbridge. His report to this Board we render as
a part of our own.
Conditions have not improved and what the year 1928
will bring is simply a matter of conjecture.
Our Almshouse on Chestnut Street, now officially known
as the Southbridge Infirmary, is in excellent condition, the
heating system has been renovated and a supply system for hoi
water has been installed. One coat of paint was put on the
1 mil (lings and the second contracted for to be put on in May.
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The barn has been repaired and we feel no unusual expense
will be needed in 1928. Mr. Joseph N. Payant has been ap-
pointed warden and Mrs. Yvonne Mandeville matron. Mrs.
Mandeville succeeded her mother, Mrs. Payant, who died in
June and this Board wish to express its sorrow at the loss or
an interested tireless friend to the unfortunate people who
eame under her care.
We now have at the yard on Chestnut Street, about 160
cords of wood ready for delivery to the outside poor and
mothers' aid cases.
We wish to th^nk the various town officials for their co-
operation.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE H. HARTWELL.
HERMAN J. LAMOTHE.
ORVILA TRAHAN.
REPORT OF THE ALMGNER
To the Honorable Board of Public Welfare:
Gentlemen:
I submit herewitb my report from the time 1 commenced
my duties as Almoner. April 1, to December 31. 1927.
During that period 1 have devoted my entire time to tiie
department.
Aid was given tor the following reasons: Unemployi^ie >i
sickness, old age, desertion, husband serving sentence ar '
hospital cases.
p]mi)loyment secured for various persons 4;'
Arrests for non-support (for year) 115
Number of cases investigated in town 217
Number of cases investigated out of town 14
Mothers' Aid visits 4fj
Families aided in town ir»2
Families aided out of town having a settlement in town. . 1!^
Adults aided outside of own home 35
Adults aided at infirmary IS
Children boarded in institutions and homes 31
Hospital cases (for the year) 34
I will nu^ntion here that the Board of Public Welfare luis
had exce[)tionally long hospital cases this year:
One case costing
Another costing
Another costing
$778.00
631.88
500.0P.
These three cases totaling . . $1,909.88
I take this occasion to thank the manufacturers, mer-
chants, contractors and all who have given their co-operation
in helping- us in many ways, especially in finding employment
to persons whom we were helping.
1 also wish to thank the Board of Public Welfare and
other town officials for their kind assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
H. H. MICHON,
Almoner.
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REPORT OF THE CEMETERY
COMMITTEE
For the Year Ending- December 31st. 1927.
The Cemetery Committee organized for the year of 1927
with George H. Hartwell as Chairman and S. ^Y. Williams as
Clerk.
Eleven lots were sold dnring- the year, ten lots accepted
for Perpetual Care, five hundred and eight sunken graves
graded, twelve lots reseeded and forty-three graves opened.
The water system was extended six hundred feet. This
was done to accommodate those who purchased lots during
the past two years in one of the new sections.
Through a readjustment of our funds an amount of money
was available to spend in filling what Avas Pleasure Pond.
We advertised for bids for earth filling. Six bids were re-
ceived, the lowest being J. Arthur Genereux, the price ninety
cents per cubic yard. Enough filling was purchased to nearly
fill this section to the desired grade. It is our desire to cover
this with loam, seed it down and beautify this part by the
planting of ornamental shrubs and trees. It Avill be a number
of years before this filling has settled sufficiently to enable us
to open graves here.
The greater part of our ap{)ro[)riation and interest is spent
in hibor, as more lots ai'e sold and more perpetual cares receiv-
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ed, our work increases. It was necessary to keep four men thru-
out the Summer and early Fall. During the Summer the per-
petual care lots w^ere mowed, trimmed and raked three times
a month. These lots were carefully checked over four times
during the year. Sunken graves filled, grave markers straight-
ened and other necessary work done. As much time as could
- be spared was put in on the non-care lots in an endeavor to
keep the whole Cemetery in as neat a condition as possible.
The old part of the Cemetery specified by Miss Hannah M.
Edwards in the trust fund she created, was mowed, raked and
trimmed twelve times during the year. Nine lots were graded,
sixteen yards of loam being used in this w^ork. Starting at
the Main Street entrance about half the monuments and grave
markers were re-set and straightened.
Five weeks was spent in the Cole lot, removing dead
trees and cutting out what brush had accumulated during the
year.
The total amount collected by the Cemetery Department
from all sources for the year ending December 31st, 1927, was
$1811.00.
Respectfully submitted.
GEOROP: H. IIARTWELL, Chairman.
WARDWELL M. EDWARDS.
DANIEL T. MORRILL.
CLARENCE F. MORSE.
SEAVER ]\I. RICE.
ALVA L. HYDE.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE
LIBRARY
TRtPSTEES OF JACOB EDWARDS LIBRARY
Dorothy S. Bamford
Stella Lavallee (until September)
Blanche Weatherhead (after September 1)
SUNDAYS
Alpha Fontaine
JANITOR
Romaldo di Bonaventura
LIBRARY HOURS
Week days, except January 1, Memorial Day, Fourth of
July, Labor Day, Thanks^^iving Day and Christmas. 10 to 12
H. m. to 9 [). m. Sundays, October-May 1, 2-5:30.
George Grant
Fred E. Corbin
John E. Page
E. B. Armstrong
For the FundLouis 0. Rieutord
Henry Tetreault
For the Town
LIBRARIAN
Ella Miersch
ASSISTANTS
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the Trustees of the Jacol) Edwards Library:
USE
In 1927. the Library has had the largest increase in the
circulation of* books that it lias ever had in a sinjrle year.
81,674 books were taken out for home use. an inei-ease of 17
per cent over 1926. This increase was probably due partially
to lack of work in the town. However, in two years there has
been a decrease of two per cent in the proportion of fiction
circulated, which would indicate increased interest in worth-
while books. Also, our townspeople would probably be
amazed if they knew the percentage of fiction circulated wdiich
the classics represent—Dickens, Thaokery. Huii'o. Dumas,
Georp-e Eliot, Cooper. Conrad, etc.
There is a steadily increasing use of the library for ref-
erence. No statistics are kept of this service, but the demand
is so large that it is often difficult to meet it adequately.
The reading rooms are usually well filled, and the periodi-
cals used to tatters.
GROWTH
The Library- contains 26,953 volumes; 641 volumes were
worn out and discarded : 491 of these were replaced with new
copies. Nine hundred and sixty volumes were added to the
library, of which 72 volumes were gifts. We have again added
goodly numbers of standard books of non-fiction, books which
do not circulate constantly, but are very necessary to students,
both young and old.
A gift from the Woman's Educational Association of
Boston of books and pictures on Freneh art. and 3.") volumes
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of books in Italian, has been very welcome. There is a great
demand for books in foreign languages, which we have not
siit¥icient income to fill. We have, however, a good collection
of readers in easy English to help our townspeople to learn
English.
Two liundred and seventy-eight volumes have been re-
bound.
BUILDING
The planting about the building has added greatly, not
on]\- to the beauty of the library building, but also to the at-
tractiveness of the center of the town. A new floor of rub-
ber tiles has made the newspaper-room delightful. Both were
made possible by the income from the "Edwards Fund.''
which has also paid for one-fifth of all our expenditures.
ACTIVITIES
The Library has been kept open between five-thirty and
six-thirty during the whole year, and on Sunday afternoon,
except from May to October. The attendalS'ce seems to well
warrant the additional expense.
A number of small reading clubs have used the ''His-
torical room" for their meetings. This room could be used
for evening reading clubs, as well.
Over the whole country is a tremendous increase in the
desire to learn, to know. With many, it is a question how
to begin, what to read. The Library offers you reading
courses, arranged by experts, along many lines. You can
gain quite as much from these as from most correspondence
schools. Why not try them
ELLA E. MIERSCII,
Librarian.
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ACCESSIONS AND CIRCULATION
Volumes
circulated
iB 1926
Volumes
circulated
in 1927
Per Cent,
circulated
in 1927
Fiction O O TO C\
.
. . 63,ibv d8,3/l 46.99
21,211 25.98
Cniiaren, Non-riction 0,890 /,299 8.94
2o0 .30
Keligion 277 233 .28.
Sociology " on 8b ( 1.06
Language Ibo 248 .30
Science 26o 576 .71
Userul Arts l,01o 1,249 1.53
Fine Arts -1 1 oCil,16v 1,082 1.33
T *x J
1,916 2,269 2.78
Travel 1,510 2,100 2.57
History 886 1,066 1.31
Biography 1,009 1,172 1.44
Bound Periodicals 198 136 .16
Mass. Public Documents 1
U. S. Public Documents
Foreign Languages 1,839 1,899 2.32
Current Periodicals 1,220 1.639 2.00
Reference Books 31 7
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FORM OF STATISTICS
Number of volumes leut for home use 81,674
- Number of days opeu duriug" the year 340
Hours opeu each week for reading 56J/2
Hours open each week for lending 54
Number of volumes at beginning of year 26,143
Number of volumes added by purchase 888
Number of volumes added by gift 72
Number of volumes replaced (641 worn out) 491
Total number of volumes at end of year . 26,953
Number of borrowers registered 5,462
Number of borrowers added 1927 711
GIFTS .
The library gratefully acknowledges gifts of books from
the foUow^ing: Mrs. Helen Lyon, Miss Williams, Mr. Charles
Harrino'tou, Eddy Town Fund, and others.
Also subscriptions to periodicals and newspapers from
the following: Southbridge Press, Mrs. A. C. Wieshart, New
England Telephone Co., American Optical Co., Southbridge
Knights of Columbus, Political Club of Citizens of Polish
Descent.
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FIXAX'CIAL STATEMENT
Receipts
Town Api^rojiriarion $8,000.00
Expenditures
{Salaries
:
Library Staff $3,519.92
Janitor 983.22
Books 1J44.63
Periodicals 290.13
Bindino- 133.95
Li^rht 282.93
Coal 599.50
Equipment 92.38
Repairs : 13.45
Supplies 138.84
Printing- 87.50
Expanses 113.07
$7,999.52
$0.48
MYXOTT FrXl)
Amount of Fund. Jannary 1. 11127 $1,003.62
Interest 46.01
$1,049.63
\12
Expenditures
Periodicals $5.00
Books $38.00
$43.00
Amount of Fund December 31. 1927... $1,006.63
EDWARDS BEQUEST
Receipts
At liand December 31, 1926 $1,659.59
April interest 1,219.67
October interest 1,122.73
$4,001.99
Expenditures
Planting gi-ounds $908.83
Catalog case 131.00
Repairs 23.62
Equipment 66.01
Salaries 1,510.24
Books and binding 559.40
Expenses and supplies 28.17 . .
$3,227.27
At hand, January 1, 1928 $774.72
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REPORT OF THE SEWER
COMMISSIONERS
Southbridge, Mass., February 16, 1928.
To the Citizens of the Town of Southbridge, Massachusetts:
The Board of Sewer Commissioners herewith submit their
report for the year ending December 31st 1927.
The ncAV filtering beds are working a hundred per cent
satisfaction under normal conditions although sewerage must
be converted into the river during heavy rainstorms due to
the extreme amount of roof waters and surface drain being
connected into our sanitary sewer. These waters should be
extracted from our sewerage system as both the filter beds
and sewerage system are not adequate to care for such ex-
treme amounts of water. Inasmuch as every heavy storms
such as we have experienced in 1927, the sewer system com-
pletely fills, rising to a level back as far as the whole entire
flat section causing sewerage to leach out of pipe joints and
into property owners' cellars. We are in hopes to be able to
have these waters extracted from the sewerage system in the
near future. Several man-holes were raised throughout the
streets of the town to meet the present grades. A
375-foot stretch of sewer was built on Worcester Street
from our sewer assessment revenues. A portion of
Cliff Street sewer running along the banks of the so-called
New^ Mill Pond was rebuilt at a cost of $659.25, helping
greatly to the conditions existing in that locality. We have
issued twenty-seven permits for entering* into the sewer sys-
tem of 1927. The Clectract tractor which is now used for the
plowing- of the filter beds and havino- worked throughout the
construction of the filter beds is now completely worn out
beyond repairs, for which we recommend an appropriation
of ^1225.00 for the purchase of a new tractor.
Respectfully submitted,
0. L. LAMERRE, Chairman.
O.MER L. PERRON. Clerk.
PIERRE BENOIT,
Sewer Commissioners.
REPORT OF THE PLAYGROUNDS
COMMITTEE
^outlibridg-e, Mass., August 4, 1927.
I 'hairnian. School Committee :
Dear Sir
:
1 hereby submit to you a report of the playground season
beginning July 11, and ending August 3.
i)n July 8th I called a meeting of all playground instruc-
tors, but owing to many of the teachers being aAvay on vaca-
tion, had to postpone it until Monday, July 11. We were very
pleased to have ]\Irs. Dudley Clarke, Secretary of the School
Board, with us at this meeting. All instructors were given
outlines of the work which was to be carried on during the
season. Miss Hall, the basketry instructor, was able to begin
work the first day as the basketry material was ordered be-
fore playgrounds begun, but owing to the fact that the other
material had not been ordered, the other instructors were
handicapped for a few days in their industrial work. The
Athletic Directors were also unable to start their baseball
activities on the first day, as the baseballs were not given to
them until the second day of playgrounds. The number of
baseballs received by the Directors of the Playgrounds from
Di-. Pelo(piin are as follows: Central 18. School 13, Elm 10,
Union 12, Sandersdale 12, taking away six (6) of last year's
balls from Sandersdale. Mr. Thibeault also received three (3)
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more balls during the season, and Mr. Proulx received two
(2), making a total of twenty balls for Central Street and six-
teen for School. There were also sixteen bats left at Cen-
tral Street.
Meetings were held every Wednesday morning at ten
o'clock in the American Legion Rooms, Town Hall. All the
instnictors made weekly reports at these meetings.
During the short period of three and one-half weeks of
playgrounds about eight hundred and fifty (850) articles
were completed. These included Basketry, Sewing, Weaving,
and Painting. Acting on a suggestion of a member of the
School Board, children brought material from home to em-
broider : vases and shoe trees were also painted. Miss Soldani
donated book ends on which the children stenciled and painted
designs which were very effective.
We had a daily average attendance of nine hundred
children. Many new singing and active games were taught
to the children and the children were very enthusiastic all
season and looked forward to the final week. Races, relays,
dances and games were played and practiced every day in
preparation for the final day, and all were very disappointed
on learning that the season was to be so short.
Senior and Junior boys and girls of the Central and School
iStreot Playgrounds were prepared to pass the Badge test
given by the Playground and Recreation Association of Amer-
ica, but owing to the unexpected closing of playgrounds, the
instTOCtors were unable to carry out the tests.
The baseball schedule of the Senior and Junior boys,
planned and carried out by the Athletic Directors, caused
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a great 'leal of interest among the children of the different
grounds. The Senior league games were played on the Dresser
Street Playground, and the Junior League games were played
either on the School Street or Central Street grounds. The
competition between the Senior girls of the larger grounds
was especially edifying. The principal game between these
girls was Punch Ball, which always drew a large attendance
of children at which ever ground they were scheduled to
play.
Enclosed with this report you will find an inventory of
all the stock on hand at the different grounds, also the sup-
ply list for material needed for next season. I would recom-
mend that more time be spent on recreational activities than
on the industrial work, which would of course, eliminate a
t;i'eat deal of expense to the town, as this would not require as
many instructors as we have at the present time.
Respectfully submitted,
CECILIA E. POWER.

REPORT OF TREE WARDEN
To tlie Voters of the Town of Southbridge
:
I hereby submit my annual report for the year ending
December 31st, 1927.
It has been my policy to remove all dead and dangerous
branches, and prune the important trees of the town; giving
proper care to the old and new wounds to prevent disease and
insect spread.
The condition of the public trees as a whole is good.
One fault I have found on a few streets is trees planted
too near together for their own good, causing much dead
wood from lack of sunshine.
T wish at this time to thank Messrs. A. M. Bartholomew
and J. Lippe for removing the underbrush and rubbish on
the tf»wn lot bordering on Marcy Street.
Thirty-one trees planted this year with applications al-
leady in for nearly that amount for next year.
Applications for removal of thirteen trees received.
Twelvt' removed.
f^radication of cun ants and gooseberries, both wild and
cultivated on public land for the protection of the pine trees
from the "Blister Rust" disease was carried on, State shar-
ing half the expense.
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Ixibes n-ailicated (Cole Estate and Dresser Street Play-
grounds).
Wild black currants 362
Wild red currants 2546
Wild gooseberries 1796
Cultivated gooseberries 5
Total plants 4709
No infection found on these plants.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN P. McKINSTRY,
Tree Warden.
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REPORT OF AN AUDIT
of
THE ACCOUNTS OF
THE TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE
FOR THE YEAR EXDIXG DECEMBER 31. 1927
Made', in Accordance with the Provisions of
Chapter 44, General Laws
March 8, 1928
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To the Bocird of Si.?lectinen,
Mr. Alfred J. Peioqiiiii, Chairman.
Southhridue. ^lassachusetts.
(xeiitlemeii :
I submit lierewith my report of an audit of the accounts
of the town of Soutlibridge for the year ending: December 31,
1927, made in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 44
of the General Laws. This report is in the form of a reT)ort
made to me by Mr. Pklward H. Fenton, Chief Accountant of
tliis Division.
Very truly yours,
THEODORE N. WADDELL,
Director of Accounts.
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Mr. Theodore N. Waddell,
Director of Accounts,
Department of Corporations and Taxation,
State House, Boston.
Sir:
In accordance with your instructions, I have made an au-
dit of the accounts of the to^vn of Southbridge for the year
ending December 31, 1927. and submit the following report
thereon
:
The financial transactions of the town as recorded on
the books of the several departments receiving or disbursing
money for the town, or committing bills for collection, were
examined and reconciled with the books and records in the
tT)wn accountant's office.
The books and accounts in the town accountant's office
were examined and checked. The recorded receipts were
checked with the departmental records and with the treas-
urer's books, and the recorded payments were checked with
the treasurer's records.
The appropriation accounts were checked with the town
clerk's record of appropriations and transfers voted by the
town.
The ledger was analyzed, necessary adjustments bein^r
made to bring the ledger accounts in balance, and a balance
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sheet, which is appended to this report, was prepared show-
ing the financial condition of the town on December 31, 1927.
The classification book was checked to the ledger ac-
counts and the necessarj^ corrections were made.
The town treasurer's accounts were examined and
checked in detail. The recorded receipts were checked with
the records in the several departments collecting money for
the town and with the other sources from which money was
paid into the town treasury. The paj^ments were checked
with the warrants authorizing the treasurer to disburse town
funds and with the accountant's books.
The cash book was footed for the period covered by the
audit and the cash balance was reconciled with the amounts
in the banks and in the treasurer's office.
The payments on account of debt and interest were veri-
fied with the amounts falling due and with the cancelled bonds,
notes and coupons on file. •
The commitment of sewer assessments to the treasurer
were proved, the receipts were checked, the abatements and
apportionments were verified, and the outstanding accounts
were listed and proved.
The bank books and securities representing the invesr-
ments of the sinking fund and of the several trust funds were
examined and verified, the income, withdrawals, and new be-
quests being proved and found to be as recorded.
Appended to this report are tables showing a reconcilia-
tion of the treasurer's cash and the condition of the sinking
fund and the trust funds.
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The books and accounts of the tax collector were exam-
ined and verified. The commitments were proved to the as-
sessors' warrants and the recorded collections were verified
by a comparison with the paj^ments to the treasurer as shown
by the treasurer's books. The abatements as recorded were
checked to the assessors' records of abatements granted, and
the outstanding accounts were listed and reconciled with the
town accountant's books.
The outstanding accounts were further verified by mail-
ing notices to a number of persons whose names appeared on
the books as owing money to the town. One claim was re-
ceived to the effect that taxes and interest amounting to
$J.^0.62 were paid, the claim being substantiated by a re-
ceipted bill. The other replies received indicate that the re-
mainint>- accounts, as lifted, are correct.
Sunnnaries of the tax and assessment accounts and a re-
conciliation of the tax collector's casl" are appended to this
i-eport.
The town clerk's recorded receipts for licenses issued for
the town were verified with the selectmen's record of licenses
granted, and the cash on hand was also verified. The recordi
of dog and of hunting licenses issued were examined, and the
l^aynieiits to the county and the State, respectively, were
Verified.
The j'ccords of receipts from the rent of the town hall
and from the sealer of weights and measures, as well as from
the police, fire, health, highway, public welfare, school, li-
brary and cemetery departments, were examined; and the
1 ayments to the treasurer were checked with the treasurer's
and accountant's books.
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It is again recommended that an appropriation be voted
for State Aid and that the reimbursements from the State
be used by the assessors in fixing the tax lev)^, as is provided
in Section 23, Chapter 59, General Laws.
The surety bonds of the town treasurer, Tax collector, and
town clerk for the faithful performance of their duties were
examined and found to be in proper form.
For the co-operation received from the several town oi
ficials, I ^\"ish, on behalf of my assistants and for myself, to
express appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
EDW. H. FENTON,
Chief Accountant.
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RECONCILIATION OF TREASURER'S CASH
Balance Januari' 1. 1927 $66,734.11
Receipts 1,138.769.92
$1,205,504.03
Payments $1,147,683.36
Balance December 31, 1927 57.815.67
§1.205.504.08
Balance January 1. 1928 $57,815.67
Receipts January 1 to February 2, 1928 25.078.51
$82,894.18
Payments January 1 to February 2.
1928 * *. ... $52,357.76
Balance February 2. 1928 30.536.42
^2.894.18
Balance February 2. 1928. per cash
book * $30,536.42
Bank Balances:
S'outhbridge National Bank $25,709.46
People's National Bank. South-
bridge 629.11
Southbridg:e National Bank. Sav-
ings Department 2,000.00
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Cash ill office (verified) 197.85 •
$30,536.42
Southbridge Xatioiial Bank
Balance February 2. 1928. per bank
statement $32,062.22
Balance February 2, 1928. per check
register $25,709.46
Outstanding checks per list 6,352.76
$32,062.21
People's National Bank, Southbridge
Balance February 2, 1928, per bank
statement $4,853.77
Balance February 2, 1928, i)er check
register $2,629.11
Outstanding checks per list 2,224.66
$4,853.77
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RECOXCTLIATIOX OF COLLECTOR'S CASH
Dae from collector February 2, 1928:
Taxes 1925 123^56
Taxes 1926 223.88
Taxes 1927 2.466.75
Interest, taxes 1925 3.92
Interest, taxes 1926 5.56
Interest, taxes 1927 . 51.15
Apportioned sidewalk a
1926 50 30
Committed sidewalk interest 5.33
Interest on bank deposits (Janu-
ary, 1928) . • L56
Cash over 8.40
S2.$40.91
Cash in office Febrnary 2. 1928 (veri-
fied) ^,839.35
In banks Febrnary 2. 1928. per bank
statements
:
Sonthbridffe National Bank 1.15
People's National Bank .41
S2-^.91
TAXES—1924
O :':-*^t!i ^:p.ir -laii^iary 1. 1927 $688u35
Paymeuis to treasurer 1927 ^130.85
Abatements 197.50
So2?.a5
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TAXES—1925
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $19,927.99
Payments to treasurer $18,727.70
Abatements 736.96
Outstanding December 31, 1927 463.33
$19,927.99
Outstanding January- 1, 1928 $463.33
Payments to treasurer, January 1 to
February 2, 1928 . $350.57
Outstanding February 2, 1928, per list 89.20
Cash on hand February 2, 1928 23.56
$463.33
TAXES—1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $70,033.59
Overpayment to collector (to be re-
funded) 10.00
$70,043.59
Payments to treasurer $46,661.07
Abatements 72.33
Transferred to tax titles 8.50
Outstanding December 31, 1927 23,301.69
$70,043.59
Outstanding January 1, 1928 $23,301.69
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Payments to treasurer January 1 to
February 2, 1928 $1,000.83
Outstanding February 2, 1928 22,077.48
Cash on hand February 2, 1928 223.88
$23,301.69
TAXES—1927
Commitment per warrant $431,858.09
Additional commitment 163.00
$432,021.09
Payments to treasurer $367,085.82
Abatements 678.98
Outstanding December 31, 1927 .... 64,256.29
$432,021.09
Outstanding January 1. 1928 $64,256:29
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
February 2, 1928 $3,889.46
Outstanding February 2, 1928, per list 57,900.08
Cash on hand February 2, 1928 2,466.75
$64.256.v:)
INTEREST ON TAXES AND AS-SESSMENTS
Casli on hand January 1, 1927 $106.92
Collections 1927 3,960.35
$4,067.27
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Payments to treasurer 1927 $4,065.85
Cash on hand December 31, 1927 1.42
$4,007.27
Cash on hand January 1, 1928 $1.42
'Collections January 1 to February 2,
1928 \ 364.29
$366 7]
Payments to treasurer January 1 to •
February 2, 1928 ^305.08
Cash on hand February 2, 1928 60.63
$365.71
UXAPPORTIONED SEWER ASSESSMENTS
Outstanding- January 1, 1927 $8,922.08
Charges 1927 3,068.96
$11,991.01
$7,273.57
1.338.85
141.41
3,237.21
$11,991.04
UNAPPORTIONED SEWER ASSESSMENTS— '
ADDED TO TAXES 1926
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $61.74
Payments to treasurer
Apportioned
Abatements (Town of Southbridge) .
.
Outstanding December 31, 1927, per
list
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PHviiients to treasurer $30.87
Abatements '^0.87
$61.74
APPoFrrioXED SEWER ASSESSMENTS—1925
Outstaiuliim .hniiiary 1. 1927 $4.84
l^iyiiv'iits to treasurer $4 84
AI^I^oKTIoXED SEWER ASSESSMENTS—192^1
Outstandiii-' January 1. 1927 $134.51
Payiiieiits to treasurer $108.60
Outstaudiiiii- December 31. 1927 25.91
$134..'!
OiilsTandini: Jar.uai-y 1. 1928 $25.91
Ontstanriui!- February 2. 1928 $25.91
API^ORTIOXED SEWER ASSESSMENTS—1927
(
'oiiimitmeiiT $571.00
i'aviii'Ui in advMiiee of commitment.. 19.67
$590.67
l';iym;ii1s to ti'easnrcr >;r>()0.*_'9
( M'tstaii'liu'..: Decembei- 31. lf)27. jx'r
lis: 90.38
$590.67
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COMMITTED INTEREST—SEWER ASSESSMENT
Outstanding- Jaimary 1, 1927 $21.32
Commitment 77.74
$99.06
Payments to treasurer $67.82
Oiitstandinc? December 31, 1927 31.24
/
$99.06
UNAPPORTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS
Outstandino- January 1, 1927 $1,947.84
Payments to treasurer $732.26
Abatements 5.20
Apportioned 368.48
Added to taxes
,
841.80
Outstanding December 31, 1927 .... .10
$1,947.84
Outstanding January 1, 1928 $0.10
Outstanding February 2, 1928 $0.10
UNAPPORTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS-
ADDED TO TAXES 1925
Outstanding .January 1, 1927 $290.67
Payments to treasurer $290.67
UNAPPORTIOXED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS
ADDED TO TAXES 1926
Outstanding January 1. 1927 $887.§0
Payments to treasurer $225.00
Outstanding December 31. 19-J' 662.80
UXAPPORTIOXED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS-
ADDED TO TAXES 1927
Commitment . $.S4a.">»>
Payments to treasurer I1L92
Outstanding December 31. 19l" 829.88
Outstanding January- L 192S $829.88
Payments to treasurer, January 1 to
February 2, 1928 ' $93.21
Outstanding February 2. 192S 736.67
^29.ai&
APPORTION'ED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENnTS—1926
Outstanding January 1. 1927 . $19L11
Payments to treasurer $11.75
Outstanding December 31. 192" .79.36
$191.11
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Outstanding January 1, 1928 $179.36
Payments to treasurer, January 1 to
February 2, 1928 $50.00
Outstanding February 2, 1928 78.56
Cash on hand February 2, 1928 50.80
$179.36
APPORTIONED SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS—1927
Commitment $616.24
Payments to treasurer $309.45
Outstanding December 31, 1927 306.79
$616.24
Outstanding January 1, 1928 $306.79
Payments to treasurer, January 1 to
February 2, 1928 . $133.26
Outstanding February 2, 1928 173.53
$306.79
COMMITTED INTEREST—SIDEWALK ASSESSMENTS
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $79.59
Commitment 167.97
Additional interest 8.43
$255.99
I^ivmf'nts to treasurer $113.85
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Abatements 9.49
Outstanding December 31, 1927 132.65
$255.99
Outstanding January 1. 192S 132.65
Payments to treasurer January 1, to
February 2, 1928 ! $36.82
Outstanding February 2. 1928 90.50
Cash on hand February 2. 1928 .... 5.33
$132.65
TOWN HALL RENTS
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $100.00
Charges 747.00
$847.00
Payments to treasurer $737.00
Abatement 100.00
Outstanding December 31, 1927 10.00
$847.00
USE OF AMBULANCE
Outstanding January 1,
1927:
Board of Healtli . . . $257.00
Fire Department . . . 335.00
$612.00
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Charges 850.00
Pa^'inents to treasurer . . $610.00
Abatements 200.00
Outstanding" December 31,
1927 652.00
$1,462.00
$1,462.00
Outstanding January 1,
1928 $652.00
Charges 105.00
Payments to treasurer Jan-
uary 1 to February
21, 1928 $20.00
Outst juding February 21,
1928, per list:
Board of Health ... $247.00
F'ire Department 460.00
707.00
Cash on hand February 21,
1928 30.00
$757.00
H1(41I\VAY DEPARTMENT
Outstanding January 1, 1927 $94.00
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Charges 11.00
Payments to treasurer $11.00
Outstanding December 31. 1927 (per
list) 94.00
105.00
$105.00
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Outstanding January 1.
1927 $9,762.60
Correction of charge in
1926 3.35
Charges
:
Outside relief and
mothers' aid $8,083.31
Board at Almshouse 295.00
8,378.31
$18,144.21;
Payments to treasurer . . $7,747.31
Abatements 2.412.74
Outstanding Dcu-embei* 31.
1927:
Mothers' Aid $2,375.44
Charities 5,513.77
7,889.21
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Cash on hand December
31, 1927 'Jo.OO
$18,144.26
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Outstanding January- 1,
1927 $290.00
Charges 1927
:
Tuition $5,920.26
Americanization .... 571.25
Car tickets 90.20
Books 2.45
Use of hall 10.75
Toll calls 23.40
6,618.31
$6,914.31
Paj-ments to treasurer . . $6,062.81
Outstanding December 31.
1927, per list 851.50
$6,914.31
CEMETERY DEPARTMENT
Outstanding January 1,
1927:
Perpetual care funds $395.00
Sale of lots 282.00
Opening graves 180.00
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Sale of graves; 20.00
$877.00
Cash oil hand January 1,
1927 :
Foundations $7.80
Opening graves .... 3.00
10.80
Perpetual care funds . . . 600.00
Sale of lots 550.00
Opening graves 347.00
Annual care 6.00
Foundations 13.00
Other work 9.50
$2,413.30
$1,821.80
$325.00
207.00
50.00
9.50
591.50
$2,413.30
TOWN CLKKK'S LICKNSEs
Payments to treasui-er . .
Outstanding December 31,
1927, per list:
Perpetual care funds
Sale of lots
Opening graves
Other work
( ash nil ham] .laniiary 1.
1927 $69.00
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Licenses issued
:
Junk $60.00
Pool 107.50
Bowling 51.00
Auctioneer 10.00
Liquor : 2.00
230.50
$299.50
Payments to treasurer . . $69.00
Cash on hand December 31,
1927 230.50
$299.50
Cash on hand January
1, 1928 $230.50
Licenses issued January 1,
1928 to February
16, 1928 15.00
$245.50
Payments to treasurer
January 1 to Feb-
ruary 16, 1928 ... $242.50
Due from town clerk . . . 3.00
$245.50
DOG LICENSES
l^icenses issued
:
573 Males at $2.00 . $1,146.00
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122 Females at --^^.OO (310.00
$1,806.00
Overpayment to county
treasurer 4.00
$1,810.00
Payments to county
treasurer $1,670.40
Town clerk's fees 139.60
$1,810.00
HUNTING AND FISHING LICENSES
Licenses issued
:
709 Resident citizens' sporting- at
$2.25 $1,595.25
2 Resident citizens* trai^ping- at
$2.25 4.50
3 Non-resident citizens* sport-
ing at $2.25 6.75
1 Alien sportintr at $15.25 15.25
11 Minors' trapping at $0.75 . . . 8.25
9 Duplicates at $0.50 4.50
2 Non-resident citizens* sport-
ing at $5.25 10.50
$1,645.00
Payments to Department of Conserva-
tion $1,399.50
Fees retained 182.00
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Cash on liaiul December 31, 1927 63.50
$1,645.00
8ELEC1\AIEN\S LirEXSES
Licenses issued :
Firearms $3.00
Second-hand auto 30.00
Jitney 210.00
Jjtney drivers' 111.00
Ciarag'e and gasoline permits.... 18.50
Innholders' 15.00
Sunday 198.00
Theatre 20.00
Common victuallers" 66.00
$671.00
Payments to treasurer $666.00
Outstanding December 31. 1927. per
list 5.00
$671.00
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AXD MEASURES
Felix Gatineau (Sealer)
Due from sealer January 1, 1927 $0.78
Fees for sealing 173.73
Overpayment to treasurer .02
Payments to treasurer
$174.53
$173.75
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( iitsriiiMliii- Deeembrr 31. 1927 .78
$174.53
TlOARI) OF HEALTH
[j^c^nsos issued :
Alcohol $8.00
.Alilk 27.50
Oleomar^^ariiie 4.00
Hairdressino 18.00
S!au«>htor 2.00
Renderiiio' 1.00
$60.50
Payments to treasurer $57.50
Due from selectmen's clei'lc 1.00
Outstaudiuu' December 81. 1927 2.00
$60.50
LlliKAKV i)KP.\KTMi:X'r
Cash on hand .Jaiiuaiy 1. 1927 $40.62
Fines 894.49
l*aymciils to Ireasui-cr $3!)<.01
Cash on liaud Deeemher Ml. li»27. . . . 88.10
$435.11
$435.11
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Cash on hand January 1, 1928 $38.10
Fines January 1 to February 20, 1928 . . 55.61
$93.71
Payments to treasurer January 1 to
February 20, 1928 $64.46
Cash on hand February 20. 1928, veri-
fied 29.25
$93.71
\
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SKWER LOAN SINKING FIND
Securites Savings
Par Bank
Value Deposits Total
On hand at beginning of year
On hand at end of year
S16.000.00 $30,260.72
$16,000.00 $32,289.84
$46,,260.72
S48,289.84
Receipts Payments
Interest on deposits
Interest on securities
$1,389.12
640.00
Deposited in savings
bank $2,029.12
Total
_ 12,029.12 Total „ $2,029.12
JESSE J. ANGELL CHARITY FUND
Savings Bank
Cash Deposits Total
On hand at beginning of year
On hand at end of vear
*|85.41 $1,040.60
*$14.44 $1,082.84
$iTi26Tol
$1,097.28
Receipts Payments
Interest on deposit
Cash on hand January
1. 1927
?42.24
85.41
Aid rendered
Deposited in savings
bank
$70.97
42.24
Cash on hand Decem-
ber 31, 1927 *14.44
Total $127.65 Total $127.65
*In general cash.
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ELLA M. COLE FUND (Needy School Children)
Savings Bank
Deposits Total
On hand at beginning of year
On hand at end of year $3,000.00 $3,000.00
Receipts Payments
Bequest $3,i000.00 Deposited in savings
banks $2,000.00
In transit to Attlebor-
ough Sav's bank
(entered in pass
book Jan. 31,
1928) 1,000.00
Total $3,000.00 Total S3, 000. 00
ROBERT H. COLE TRADE SCHOOL FUND
Cash Total
On hanri at hesrinnine- ftf vear
On hand at end of year *81„071.30 $1,071.30
Receipts Payments
Received from J. C. Expended for con-
F. Wh^elock, struction $39,928.70
Trustee $141.000.00 Cash on hand Decem-
ber 31, 1927 1,071.30
Total $ 41,000.00 Total .?41,000.00
*In general cash.
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ALEXIS BOYER. JR. SCHOOL FUND
Savings Bank
Cash Deposits Total
Ou hand at beginning of year *S29.23 $210.76 $239.99
On hand at end of year *29.23 $220.33 $249.56
Receipts Payments
Deposited in sav-
Iiiieresi on deposit S9.57 ings :^anks $9.57
*In general cash.
MARY :^IVNOTT LIBRARY FLXD
Savings Bank
Cash Deposits Total
On hand at beginning of vear $1,022.50 $1,022.50
Ou hand at end of year *6.63 $1,000.00 $1,006.63
Receipts Payments
Interest on deposit... $46.51 Transferred to gen-
Withdrawn from sav- eral cash $19.38
ings bank 22.50 Library expenditures... 43.00
Cash on hand Decem-
ber 31. 1927 *6.63
Total $69.01 Total $69.01
*In general cash.
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CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Securities
Par Savings Bank
Value Deposits Total
On hand at beginning of year $5 ,000. 00 $32,268.93 $37,268.93
On hand at end of year $38,563.93 $38,563.93
Receipts Payments
Securities matured - $5,000.00 Deposited in savings
Income 1,679.43 banks $6,295.00
Sale of lots ^ 625.00 Transferred to town
Bequests 670.00 for cemetery 1,679.43
Total 17,974.43 Total _ $7,974.43
CE.AIETERY GENERAL CARE FUNDS
Securities
Par Savings Bank
Value Deposits Total
c»n hand at besrinning of year $25,000.00 $25,000.00
On hand at end of year $25.t>0»» 00 $25,000.00
Receipts Payments
Sale oi securities $25,000.00 Expense for register-
Premium on securi- ing and insurance $4.00
ties sold I.i531.25 Deposited in sav-
Accrued interest on ings bank 25.000.00
securities sold _ 52.78 Transferred to town
Interest on deposits 833.80 for cemetery 2,413.83
Total _ $27,417.83 Total $27,417.83
_
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TOWN WARRANT
Worcester, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Southbridge,
in the County of AYorcester. Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are hereby requested to notify the inhabitants of the Town of
Southbridge. aforesaid, qualified to vote in Town Affairs, to
meet in the Town Hall in said Southbridge. on Monday, the
fifth (5) day of March 1928, at 5.45 o'clock in the forenoon
lo act on the following articles.
ARTICLE 1. To choose a moderator to preside over said
meeting.
ARTICT.E 2. To choose by ballot all town officers for
the ensuing year :—viz : Clerk ; Treasurer ; three Selectmen
for one year ; one mmeber Board of Public Welfare for three
years : one member Board of Health for three years : one As-
ses.sor for three years; Collector of Taxes for one year; two
members of the School Committee for three years: one Park
Commissioner for three years; one Sinking Fund Commis-
sioner for three years; one Sewer Commissioner for three
years; two Cemetery Commissioners for three years; Tree
Warden ; Highw^ay * Surveyor ; three Constables for one year
and all others provided for by law.
ARTICLE S. To vote by ballot ^'YES" or "NO" in an-
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swer to the question, "Shall licenses be granted for the sale
of certain non-intoxicating beverages in this Town."
ARTICLE 4. To hear the reports of the Town Account-
ant: Clerk; Treasurer; Selectmen; School Committee; Li-
brary Committee; Sewer Commissioners, etc., and act any-
thing- thereon.
ARTICLE 5. To raise and ap])ropriate such sums of
money as may be necessary to -pay to^vn debts and charges
for the current financial year.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
Treasurer with the approval of the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of the revenue of the current financial year or act
anything thereon.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the town will vote to authorize
the Selectmen to cause an audit to be made of the Town's
Accounts of 1928, or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the town will vote to pay its En-
ginemen or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the town will vote to give the
Collector of Taxes the same power to collect taxes that the
Town Treasnrer has when appointed Collector of Taxes.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the town will vote to have all
taxes due and payable October 1, 1928, and if not paid on or
before October 17, 1928, to have interest charged at the rate
provided for by law from October 1, 19^8, or act anything
thereon.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the town will vote to fix the
compensation of town officers, or act anything thereon.
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ARTICLE 12. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appi'opriate a certain sum of money to balance overdrawn ac-
counts of 1926 and 1927. and to pay outstanding bills, or act
anything thereon.
ARTK/LE 13. To liear and act on the report
(f the Committee appointed to revise the By-Laws of
the Town, under Article 22 of the annual town meeting- of
March 7, 1927.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the town will vote to reserve
and set apart for World War Memorial Tablets, the plots of
land situated at the junction of Central, Foster and Charlton
Streets and at the junction of Charlton Street and Paige Hill
Road, or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the town will vote to construct a
cement concrete sidewalk with gutters, on the westerly side
of Park Avenue, from Hartwell Street to Columbus Avenne
and on tlie northerly side of Columbus Avenue from Park
Avenue to Prospect Street, raise and appropriate money
there for or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the town will vote to construct
a cement concrete sidewalk with gutters on the northerl}^ side
of Dresser Street, beginning at Marcy Street and extending
westerly to Harding Court (so-called), raise and appropriate
money therefor or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the town will vote to contstruct
a cement concrete sidewalk with gutters, on the northerly
side of Snow Street, beginning at Worcester Street and ex-
tending westerly to Moon Street, thence on the eastei-ly side
of Moon Street about 687 feet northerly, raise and ai)pro])ri-
ate money therefor or act anything thereon.
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ARTICLE 18. To see if the town will vote to build a
sidewalk on the northerly side of Rose Street and a sidewalk
on the westerly side of Green Avenue, in said Southbridge,
beginning at the junction of Rose and Mechanic Streets, in an
easterly direction to the junction of Rose Street and Green
Avenue and then Northerly to the northerly line of land of
"Luigi Salce, raise and appropriate money therefor or act any-
rliintj' thereon.
ARTICLE 19. To see ii the town will vote to construct a
cement concrete road on ~S[i\m Street, beginning at the end
of the present cement road at junction of Cakes Ave., and
Main Street, westerly to the brick paving at junction of Main
and Hamilton Streets, with a curb on the westerly side, raise
and appropriate money therefor or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 20. To see it the town will vote to construct a
permanent road on Hartwell Street, beginning at Eastford
Road w^esterly to Marcy Street, raise and appropriate money
therefor or act thereon.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the town will vote to build a
macadamized road or other improved road on Marcy Street,
beginning at Main Street and extending northerly to Edwards
Street, raise and appropriate money therefor or act anything
thereon.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the towm will vote to build a ma-
cadam road on South Street, beginning at the end of the pres-
ent macadam road opposite the Litchfield Shuttle Co. plant
and extending to the Westville Bridge, raise and appropriate
money therefor or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the town will vote to construct
a sewer in Main Street, from Union Street, easterly to Oakes
Avenue, raise and ai)pr()priate money therefor or act any-
tiiin^- tliereon.
ARTICLE 24. To see if- the town will vote to build a
sewer in Wall Street, raise and appropriate money therefor
or aet thereon.
AlxTICLE To see if the town will vote to repair
Lebanon Hill Road, so-called, from the terminus of the last
rejuiir work at point almost opposite the house of ^[rs. Lom-
bard, aiul extending in a Southerly direction, raise and ap-
1
i'opriat(^ money therefor or act anything- thereon.
ARTICLE '26. To see if the Towu will vote to refund to
( edeon Gregoire the sum of Twelve Hundred Forty Dollars
and Twelve Cents ($1240.12). being the amount (including in-
terest on same) paid by him for taxes in excess of the correct
assessment for the years from and including 1906 up to and
including 1925, raise and appropriate money therefor or act
thereon.
ARTICLE 27. To see if the town will vote to purchase
;aid install a Stone Crushing Plant for the Highway Depart-
ment, raise and appropriate money therefor or act anything
thereon.
ARTICLE 28, To see if the town will vote to purchase a
I'ractor for the Sewer Department, raise and appropriate
money therefor or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the town will vote to grade the
land around the Cole Trade School Building, on Dresser
Street, raise and appropriate money therefor or act anything
tliei'eon.
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ARTICLE 30. To see if the town will vote to repair the
Storm Water Drain in Union Street, from Main to Hamilton
Street, raise and appropriate money therefor or act anything
thereon.
ARTICLE 31. To see if the town will vote to build a
storm water Drain, beginning- in Worcester Street, near or at
the corner of Laurel Street (so-called) along Worcester Street
to Olney Ave., thence by Olney Ave., and Mechanic Street to
the river at the ^Mechanic Street Bridge; also in Charlton
Street at or nearly ojiposite the Sacred Heart Church, east-
erly to ^Fechanic Street, raise and ap])ropriate money there-,
for or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 32. To see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate a certain sum of money to be expended for the
installation of a pipe or drain to convey the surface Avater
from Worcester, Olney Avenue, Thomas and ^Mechanic and
Charlton Streets, or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the town will vote to build or
repair the Storm Water Drain in Summer, Everett, Cohasse
and Beecher Streets. r;iise and appropriate money therefor or
act ariytliiug thereon.
ARTICLE 34. To see if the town will vote to install and
maintain additional street lights on the following Streets: four
(4) lights on Fiske Street: fifteen (15) lights on Charlton
Center Road. (Gulf Woods Road so-called), raise and appro-
]>riate Jiioney therefor or act anything thereon.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the town will vote to accept the
legacy given it under the will of Felix Gatineau, late of
Southbridge, in accordance with the provisions set forth in
said will, to wit :
—
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"I give and bequeath the Town of Southbridge,
a bookcase with the bound Town Reports from 1855
to 1925."
ARTICLE 36. To see if the town will vote to accept the
report of the Selectmen, as to the laying out as public way,
a certain way known as Harding Court, leading northerly
from Dresser Street, over land of A. Marcy Bartholomew,
Trustee, and others.
ARTICLE 37. To see if the town will vote to accept the
report of the Selectmen, as to the laying out as a public way,
a certain way known as Fairmount Avenue, leading easterly
from Charlton Road, over land of Maynard Land Company
and others.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the town will vote to build a
sewer in Charlton Road, called the Grulf Woods Road, from
Charlton Street to the property of Joseph Proulx, raise and
appropriate money therefor or act anything thereon.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by publishing
an attested copy thereof twice in the Southbridge Press, South-
bridge Herald, and Southbridge News, the first publication
being not less than nine days next preceding the day of the
meeting,—or by posting up such attested copies in four con-
spicuous places within the Town, at least nine days, including
Sundays,—before the day of holding said meeting. The polls
will be open at 5.45 o'clock, A. M., and close at 6.00 o'clock
P. M.
Hereof fail not. and make due return of this Warrant
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AUth your doings thereon to the Town Clerk at the time and
place hereinbefore named.
Ciiven under our hands this 20th day of February, A. D.,
l:)2S.
ALFRED J. PELOQUIN,
FRED E. HALL,
WILFRID J. LAMOUREUX.
Selectmen of S'outhbrido>e.
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